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INTRODUCTION

Aviation and logistics are two fields of knowledge combined into a coherent whole – aviation 
logistics. This combination is not only natural, like the relationship between the service provider 
and the customer, but also due to a number of common features of aviation and logistics activities. 
Aviation is an activity which is based on advanced technology, perfect organization of work, 
and cooperation of aviation organization with its environment. Similarly, in the case of logistics, 
the organization of work and cooperation are the determinants of success in activities, while 
the new technologies implemented in logistics enhance the capabilities and dynamics of execut-
ing tasks.

Aviation logistics deals with a wide spectrum of issues in striving to create the most favorable 
conditions for safe, timely and effective action. The area of interest of aviation logistics includes 
technical problems relating to the construction, maintenance and operation of airport infrastruc-
ture relating to the technical aspects of the operation of aircraft and advanced support equip-
ment. Aviation logistics undertakes significant problems in the scope of organization activities 
and management concerning the functioning of logistics structures, cooperation with aviation 
organizations as well as the system environment of aviation and logistics. An important issue 
for the quality of operations and development of aviation logistics, which is of interest to theoreti-
cians and practitioners, is the formal and legal considerations forming the basis and framework 
for activities.

The authors of the articles presented in this publication demonstrate the effects of scientific 
inquiry made in different areas. The research work conducted by the authors focused on tasks 
strictly in the field of practices of aviation logistics, e.g. the maintenance and repair of airports, 
the use of technical equipment and information tools or the execution of transportation. 
At the same time, as a necessary complement to the whole picture of aviation logistics, scientific 
research was undertaken concerning the theoretical issues. The historical conditions, statistics 
as well as formal and legal issues examined by the authors constitute the completeness of this 
monograph, giving logistics activities an excellent theoretical basis.

Elżbieta Załoga 
Scientific editor
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“bUSINESS CASE” ACTIVITIES IN AVIATION.  
EVIDENCE FROm RESEARCh AT KATOwICE AIRPORT 
 

DaTa PRzeSłaNIa: 10.12.2015 | DaTa akCePTaCjI: 12.12.2015 | jeL CODe: M21

Assoc. Prof., Ing., Navigator Andrzej Fellner

Katedra Technologii Lotniczych Wydziału Transportu Politechniki Śląskiej  
email: afellner@o2.pl

abSTRaCT During performing researches as part of the European programs associated with 
the implementation of new techniques and the technology in aviation, it turned out 
that it is necessary  to prepare a “Business Case” document. During the completion 
of three international projects, as part of workshops, there were accepted certain theo-
retical models of drawing these documents up. There was a need to prepare the ap-
propriate model solution for every country. The article is presenting such model as well 
as method of business analysis which should be applied in the air transport during 
the implementation of new techniques and the technology. The algorithm of execution 
of the “BUSINESS CASE” was presented in the following sections of the material – its 
validation took place during the international project SHERPA (Support ad-Hoc East-
ern Region Pre-operational Actions in the GNSS).

keywORDS BUSINESS CASE, GNSS, SHERPA, air transport, airport

 

INTRODUCTION
Katowice is a city located within the Silesian metropolitan area in the South of Poland. This 
region had one of the highest scores in joint population density in Poland, with 180 persons per 
square kilometer and the total population of the Silesian metropolitan area being approximately 
4.7 million. Such great potential plays an important role in air transport which stimulates re-
gional employment and economic growth. The central point of air transport system in Silesian 
metropolitan area is Katowice Airport (EPKT) – one of the largest regional airports in Poland, 
the largest airport in Silesia and one of the most dynamically developing Polish airports. 
In 2015 EPTK/Katowice Airport handled 3,069,279 passengers (2,695,732 in 2014, 13% growth),  
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31,727 air operations (28,771 in 2014) and 16,119 tons of cargo (16,269 in 2014). Moreover, EPKT 
took over a part of air traffic and passenger traffic due to World Youth Days in Kraków.

In order to strengthen its capacity and business activities, there was made a model study 
of Business Case for implementation of special aviation procedures. These documents are 
a specific tool supporting planning and decision-making at aerodromes and airports, especially 
assisting decisions related to capital investment, products or services development, investments 
and products (Operational…, 2007; Standard…, 2013). A business case was conducted at Katowice 
Airport according to (Guidance…, 2012; Guidance…, 2013) and based on standards and recom-
mended practices of ICAO (RNAV…, 2009) and EUROCONTROL (Standard…, 2013). More 
specifically, in the following sections is presented business case for implementation of a LPV 
(Localizer Performance with Vertical Guidance) approach – the kind of Required Navigation 
Performance Approach (RNP APCH) (ICAO…, 2012).

SCeNaRIO ChaRaCTeRISTICS FOR kaTOwICe aIRPORT
The business case activities take into account whether an ILS is available or not at the examined 
runway (RWY 09) of airport and whether it has an impact on financial results. The main charac-
teristics of Katowice Airport (EPKT) are presented in table 1 and were defined in SHERPA report 
(Fellner, 2013) as well as in AIP Poland (Aeronautical…).

Table 1. Basic Katowice Airport data

Name Katowice Airport

ICAO code EPKT

IATA code KTW

Numbers of runaways RWY 09 RWY 27 RWY 27D

Threshold where to implement LPV RWY 09

WGS-84 coordinates 50°28’27”N; 019°04’48”E 

ILS equipped on examined RWY 09? No

Elevation 1007 ft.

Reference temperature 25°C

Types of traffic permitted IFR/YFR
Source: Fellner, 2013.

COSTS OF IMPLeMeNTaTION PROCeDURe
Typical costs related to the implementation of a LPV (Localizer Performance with Vertical 
Guidance) approach procedure can be broken down into aspects depicted in the table below. 
Costs related to RWY physical characteristics maybe included as required by the scenario: light-
ning systems, airfield works, obstacles removal, etc. These can be very different per scenario. 
In the case of publishing the LPV as an ILS back-up no costs are foreseen (Fellner, 2013). Details 
are presented in table 2.
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Table 2. Scenario of implementation costs

Activity Cost [KEUR]

LPV procedure design 19,200

Safety Study 4,800

Obstacles survey 13,200

Approval by authority 2,400

Testing (Flight Check) 19,180

Publication 1,200

Other/s (specify and add new rows) –
Source: Fellner, 2013.

aIRPORT’S OPeRaTINg FeeS
In order to simplify the calculation of benefits derived from the increased number of completed 
landings thanks to the implementation of LPV operations, the following is applied: landing fee 
based on aircraft maximum take-off weight (MTOW), parking fee only applies if parking lasts 
for more than 4 hours (Fellner, 2013). Mentioned fees are shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Flat rates assumed per aircraft category

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D

MTOW (tons) 1 6 78 220

Landing fee (€)1 50 60 780 2,200

Parking time (h)2 >4 >4 >4 >4

Parking fee (€) 6 12 156 440
1 These are estimated values of charges in euro because all charges set forward in the tariff are expressed in Polish zlotys (PLN).
2 Charges are not levied for aircraft parking for up to 4 hours.
Source: Fellner, 2013.

RevIew OF TOTaL aIRCRaFT LaNDINgS
Following the model described in above paragraphs, the first task is to collect statistics on the to-
tal number of landings at the airport. Traffic forecasts have been also established for the near-
midterm period. It is important to note that the next table presents only landings’ statistics (not 
total number of operations, which would include departures). Next step is to establish how many 
of the above operations are conducted towards the thresholds where LPVs are to be implemented. 
Runway in use (airport configuration) typically depends on the prevailing wind direction 
at the airport, as aircraft shall take-off and land against the wind (Fellner, 2013). Details are 
presented in tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4. Total number of airport landings

Year PAX landing ops Change (%) Cargo landing ops Change (%)
2007 10,829 − 1,415 −
2008 12,058 11.35 1,457 2.97
2009 11,960 –0.81 1,143 –21.55
2010 12,182 1.86 1,203 5.25
2011 13,250 8.77 1,380 14.71
2012 13,937 5.18 1,355 –1.81
2013 14,840 6.48 1,590 17.34
2014 15,963 7.57 1,832 15.22
2015 17,405 9.03 2,037 11.19
2016 18,394 5.68 3,775 85.32
2017 19,322 5.05 4,454 17.99
2018 20,201 4.55 4,839 8.64
2019 20,680 2.37 5,127 5.95

Source: Fellner, 2013.

Table 5. Runaway configuration of EPKT airport
Runaway configurations (%)

THR 09 configuration 5

THR 27 configuration 95
Source: Fellner, 2013.

By applying RWY usage percentages to the total number of landings, it will be possible to es-
timate the number of landings performed to the thresholds where LPV is to be implemented. This 
is presented in table 6 (Fellner, 2013). As no ILS procedures are published at runway/s where LPV 
is to be implemented, the figures in table 6 can be directly used for subsequent steps of the study.

Table 6. Total number of landings at LPV runaways
Total number of landings at LPV runways

Year PAX ops Cargo ops

2013 742 80

2014 798 92

2015 870 102

2016 920 189

2017 966 223

2018 1,010 242

2019 1,034 256
2020 1,034 271

Source: Fellner, 2013.
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DISRUPTION PRObabILITy PeR aPPROaCh TyPe
The disruption probability per approach type is calculated based upon a combination of the ap-
proach OCH (Obstacle Clearance Height) and meteorological conditions at the time of approach. 
The main idea is that if the (M)DA/(M)DH of an approach is greater than the recorded cloud ceil-
ing or the recorded visibility exceeds the required level, then a disruption will ensue. To conduct 
such analysis it is necessary to know the lowest MDH (Minimum Descent Height) provided by 
conventional navigation means at the implementation RWY – see table 7.

Table 7. MDH per aircraft category at RWY 09

MDH (ft)

RWY NAVAID CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D

09 VOR 427 443 476 509

Source: Fellner, 2013.

For the further analysis, meteorological data were collected from the Aeronautical 
Meteorological Station Katowice – Pyrzowice Airport from period 01.01.2012–31.12.2013 (Fellner, 
2013). With this data, a disruption probability per a/c category was calculated, and the results are 
presented in the following table.

Table 8. Disruption probability for NPA landings
Disruption probability for NPA landings (%)

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D

Disruption due to cloud ceiling 10.6 11.2 11.8 12.8

Disruption due to visibility 8.4 9.6 10.4 10.9

TOTAL 18.9 20.8 22.2 23.7

Source: Fellner, 2013.

aIRCRaFT NPa DISRUPTIONS
The total number of NPA (Non-Precision Approach) disrupted landings is equal to the product 
of the number of NPA landings per year multiplied by the probability of disruption for the par-
ticular approach type. As shown in tables 9 and 10, the first step is to estimate the percentage 
of landings executed per aircraft category (Fellner, 2013). 

Table 9. Percentage of landings per aircraft category
CAT A CAT B CAT C

3.78 14.67 81.27
Source: Fellner, 2013.
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Table 10. Number of NPA disrupted landings
Number of NPA disrupted landings

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D
Year PAXops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops
2013 5 1 23 2 134 14 0 0
2014 6 1 24 3 144 17 1 0
2015 6 1 27 3 157 18 1 0
2016 7 1 28 6 166 34 1 0
2017 7 2 29 7 175 40 1 0
2018 7 2 31 7 183 44 1 0
2019 7 2 32 8 187 46 1 0
2020 7 2 32 8 187 49 1 0

Source: Fellner, 2013.

ReDUCTION IN DISRUPTIONS
To eliminate number of NPA disrupted landings, there shall be flight tests conducted by using 
the new LPV operation designed for the implementation at RWY’s. But before conducting these 
exercises, assumption on the different LPV navigation capabilities per aircraft categories will need 
to be established (Fellner, 2013) – it is presented in table 11.

Table 11. Aircraft LPV navigation capability
LPV equipage per category (%)

CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D
70 40 20 10

Source: Fellner, 2013.

Next step is to consider the LPV Obstacle Clearance Heights per aircraft category (A, B, C, D) 
for Required Navigation Performance Approach at RWY 09 – which is shown in table 12.

Table 12. LPV OCH per aircraft category at RWY 09
OCH (ft)

RWY RNP APCH CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D
09 RNAV 244 256 264 275

Source: Fellner, 2013.

The last step is to calculate the total number of disrupted landings after LPV implementation. 
This calculation was made for the period 2013−2020. What is more, it took into account passengers 
operations (PAX ops) as well as cargo operations (Cargo ops). Results are presented in the table 
below. It is worth noticing that every year the number of LPV disrupted landings peaked during 
passengers operations for CAT C. The number of LPV disrupted landings is included in table 13.
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Table 13. Number of LPV disrupted landings
Number of LPV disrupted landings

Year
CAT A CAT B CAT C CAT D

PAX ops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops PAX ops Cargo ops
2013 2 0 5 1 13 1 0 0
2014 2 0 5 1 14 2 0 0
2015 3 0 6 1 16 2 0 0
2016 3 1 6 1 16 3 0 0
2017 3 1 6 1 17 4 0 0
2018 3 1 7 2 18 4 0 0
2019 3 1 7 2 18 5 0 0
2020 3 1 7 2 18 5 1 0

Source: Fellner, 2013.

CONCLUSION
Total cost savings are defined with respect to the base case and are calculated by applying a stand-
ard cost per disruption. The benefits for the airport will be those generated by the number of land-
ings successfully completed thanks to the superior performances of LPV operations in contrast 
with NPA operations. To conduct such assessment it is necessary to apply the fees to the landing 
figures of table 10 and table 13. The following table 14 is filled according to the guidelines above.

Table 14. Benefits derived from LPV implementation [€]

Year Non-collected fees in
conv. environment

Non-collected fees in
RNP APCH environment

Benefit derived from
LPV implementation

2013 117,240 11,380 105,860

2014 129,750 12,940 116,810

2015 140,850 14,610 126,240

2016 160,640 15,440 145,200

2017 172,510 17,000 155,519

2018 181,990 17,900 164,090

2019 186,790 18,680 168,110

2020 189,130 18,680 170,450
Source: Fellner, 2013.

In summary, the business case for implementation of a LPV approach at EPKT was 
based on standards and recommended practices of ICAO (Eurocontrol, 2009) as well as 
EUROCONTROL (Standard…, 2013) as part of a research conducted by SHERPA, which was 
financed by the EU (Support ad-Hoc Eastern Region Pre-operational Actions in the GNSS). 
The algorithm of execution of such analysis was presented in the sections above. As follows 
from the calculation, total benefit derived from LPV implementation over the period 2013−2020 
for EPKT amounts to 1,152,270 euros.
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“business case” w działalności lotniczej. wyniki badań w katowickim porcie lotniczym 

STReSzCzeNIe Podczas wykonywania badań w ramach europejskich programów związanych 
z implementacją nowych technik i technologii w lotnictwie, okazało się niezbędne 
przygotowanie analizy biznesowej w formie dokumentu „Business Case”. W wyniku 
zrealizowania trzech międzynarodowych projektów oraz walidacji przyjętych założeń 
podczas zajęć warsztatowych, został zaakceptowany i przyjęty na forum europejskim 
teoretyczny model sporządzania tego dokumentu. Na tej podstawie konieczne było 
przygotowanie odpowiedniego rozwiązania modelowego w każdym państwie. W ar-
tykule przedstawiono zarys teoretyczny przyjętego modelu jako metody analizy hand-
lowej, która powinna być zastosowana w transporcie lotniczym, podczas wprowadza-
nia nowych technik i technologii. Algorytm wykonania dokumentu „Business Case” 
został przedstawiony w kolejnych częściach materiału a jego walidacja nastąpiła podc-
zas międzynarodowego projektu SHERPA (Support ad-Hoc Eastern Region Pre-oper-
ational Actions w GNSS), w ramach którego implementowano 21 procedur podejścia 
RNAV GNSS na polskich lotniskach.

SłOwa kLUCzOwe Business Case, GNSS, SHERPA, air transport, airport

Translated by Andrzej Fellner
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RISK OF PRObAbLE INCIDENTS DURINg RAILwAYS TRANSPORT1
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abSTRaCT In recent years, transport has become more important, especially in the context of glo-
balization. In this article authors discuss the prediction of possible emergency events 
connected with the railways transportation. Firstly, there is given an overview of cur-
rent situation in the EU. Secondly, it is pointed out to relevant legislation and briefly 
described particular emergency events. Afterwards there is a summary of the impor-
tant emergency events that occurred in people and goods transport on railways re-
cently in the Czech Republic. Finally, the causes of those are evaluated. The analysis 
of the current state of the rail transportation of hazard materials set the objectives 
and limitations of the written work.

keywORDS incident, railways, transport of dangerous substances, the risks involved in transport-
ing hazardous substances, risk segments

 

1 The first author has been supported within the project for “Development of basic and applied research developed 
in the long term by the departments of theoretical and applied bases FMT (Project code: “VYZKUMFVT (DZRO 
K-217)” ) supported by the Ministry of Defence of the Czech Republic.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, transport has become more important, especially in the context of globaliza-
tion. Basic activity within shipping is transportation, which ensures the physical movement 
of the goods (or persons) from the starting point to the destination. Another important area 
of transport is material handling, which may also be defined as the physical movement of ma-
terial, however with the aim of further action (transportation, storage, etc.). A specific area 
of material transport is transportation of hazardous material. This area requires more emphasis 
on prevention and transportation safety. It is evident that properly secured loads prevent injuries 
to people, damage to vehicles and property, and congestion due to lost cargo. Cargo that has not 
been properly secured might fall off, affect the balance of a vehicle and sometimes even tip it over 
and cause accidents.

Every day a great number of trains transport a large volume of products, including chemical 
substances. Accidents may represent a serious risk for the population and they often cause water, 
air and soil to become polluted. Due to the properties of some of the transported substances (such 
as chemical products, hydrocarbons and fertilizers), the high volume of traffic together with high 
density of population, the possibility of an accident occurring and having severe consequences 
should not be neglected. In fact, several surveys have indicated an increasing trend in the fre-
quency of accidents in the transportation of hazardous materials (Oggero et al., 2006).

TOOLS, MeThODOLOgIeS aND POLICy ReLevaNCe IN The eU CONTeXT 
As written in a special report of European Court of Auditors called “Rail freight transport 
in the EU: still not on the right track”,

the transport sector is increasingly faced with several issues related to the rising of traffic 
demand such as congestion, energy consumption, noise, pollution, safety, etc. Due to its low 
external and environmental costs, railway can be considered (together with inland waterways 
and short-sea-shipping) as a key factor for the sustainable development of a more competitive 
and resource-efficient transport system (European Commission, White Paper, 2011). 
In order to reinforce the role of rail in European transport, there is a strong need of address-

ing the efficiency of the system and customers’ satisfaction through targeted actions, i.e. rising 
reliability and quality of service. This becomes particularly pressing as many parts of the existing 
railway infrastructures are reaching their maximum capacity thus shrinking their capability to 
provide users and customers a higher or even adequate level of service. Taking also into account 
that transport demand forecasts for 2030 clearly show a marked increase of rail activity across 
the whole of Europe, we aim to address the issue of rail congestion in the context of relevant 
policy questions: 

Is the actual rail infrastructure really able to absorb forecasted traffic, without significant impacts 
on punctuality of the system?

Would the already planned interventions on the European railway infrastructure guarantee 
an adequate available capacity and consequently adequate reliability and level of service? To 
which extent would the coveted competition in an open railway market be influenced by capacity 
scarcity, mainly during peak hours or along more profitable corridors?
An accurate estimation of capacity of the rail network can help answer these questions, lead-

ing policy makers to better decisions and helping to minimize costs for users. In this context 
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this report explores the issue of capacity scarcity and sets this issue in the context of other rel-
evant policy issues (track access charges, cost/benefit and accessibility measures, maintenance 
programmes, freight services’ reliability, external, marginal congestion or scarcity cost for rail, 
impacts of climate changes, etc.), providing a methodological review of capacity and punctu-
ality assessment procedures. To better explore the real applicability and the time and/or data 
constraints of each methodology, the study reports some practical applications to the European 
railway network. Finally, in the last section the report discusses the topic from a modelling 
perspective, as the quantitative estimation of railway capacity constraints is a key issue in order 
to provide better support to transport policies at EU level (European..., 2014).

RaIL FReIghT TRaNSPORT IN The eU 
As mentioned in Special Report (Special Report, 2016),

the promotion of more efficient and sustainable methods of transport, in particular rail 
freight, has been a key part of EU policy for the last 25 years. The EU budget contributed some  
28 billion euros to funding rail projects between 2007 and 2013. This report assesses whether 
the EU has been effective in enhancing rail freight transport and whether EU rail freight 
transport performance has improved in terms of modal share and volume transported since 
2000. We found that, overall, rail freight transport performance remains unsatisfactory, while 
the position of road transport has grown further.
The finding of the report: “The performance of rail freight transport in the EU remains un-

satisfactory overall and the road remains the leading mode of freight transport in the EU”  needs 
quick and effective action of all involved.

Notwithstanding the efforts made by the Commission since the 2001 White Paper, the per-
formance of the transport of goods by rail in the EU remains unsatisfactory overall. The volume 
of freight transported annually by rail remained relatively stable between 2000 and 2012 (around 
400 billion tonne kilometres). During the same period, though, the volume of freight transported 
by road increased (from 1,522 to 1,693 billion tonne kilometres).

This has resulted in the market share of rail freight as a proportion of total inland freight 
transport declining slightly. It decreased from 19.7% in 2000 to 17.8% in 2013, whereas the pro-
portion of goods transported by road increased slightly from 73.7% to 75.4% during the same 
period. This trend puts at risk the achievement of the target set in the Commission’s 2011 White 
Paper of shifting as much as 30% of road freight being transported over distances greater than 
300 km to other modes of transport such as rail or waterborne transport by 2030 (Special Report, 
2016).

Naturally, the danger of accidents on railways is connected with such an effort. To create 
the rail transport as safe as possible it is important to know what kind of danger one can expect. 
The occurrence of a traffic accident represents the highest risk while transporting dangerous 
substances on railway. Leakage of a dangerous substance causes high danger for health and lives 
of people, environment and property. The next part of the paper deals with the accidents on rail-
ways while transporting dangerous items and type of risks connected with it.
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aCCIDeNT RaTe ON RaILwayS whILe TRaNSPORTINg DaNgeROUS ITeMS
ČD Cargo, a.s.

ČD Cargo, a.s. was found as a subsidiary company of České dráhy, a.s. on 01.12.07 by investing 
the part of ČD, a.s. freight transport. ČD Cargo, a.s. is the largest Czech railway transport 
provider. It offers the transport of extensive range of goods, from raw materials to products 
with high added value, transport of containers, exceptional deliveries, lease of railway wagons, 
spur-line, and other transport services. The annual volume of the transport of goods ranks 
it amongst five largest railway transport providers within the EU member states. It provides 
the services to the customers in approximately a thousand of locations in the Czech Republic, 
and by means of subsidiaries in the whole of Europe. The operation of freight wagons in ČD 
Cargo, a.s. is provided by over 900 engines – both electrical and motor operated. It provides 
the domestic and international transport according to various requirements of our clients. 
The strategic goal of ČD Cargo, a.s.is to maintain the leading market position of the freight 
railway transport in the Czech Republic and the Central European Region, and at the same 
time remain the efficient customer focused company (ČD CARGO, 2016).
As it was mentioned before, the occurrence of traffic accident represents the highest risk while 

transporting dangerous substances on railway. 

eMeRgeNCy eveNTS whILe TRaNSPORTINg DaNgeROUS SUbSTaNCeS  
ON RaILway IN CzeCh RePUbLIC 
Following data were given to us by ČD Cargo just for the research purposes. As it is obvious 
from table 1, in 2010−2014 in the Czech Republic there were in total 1,557 emergency events (EE) 
while transporting dangerous substances on railway. 

Table 1. Number of accidents while transporting dangerous substances on railway

Year
Number of EE on railway

A B C Total
2010 3 (2) 62 (5) 327 (80) 392 (87)
2011 5 (2) 72 (3) 264 (71) 341 (76)
2012 1 (0) 50 (6) 263 (83) 314 (89)
2013 1 (1) 45 (5) 218 (72) 264 (78)
2014 3 (1) 51 (6) 192 (74) 216 (81)
Total 13 (6) 280 (25) 1,264 (380) 1,557 (411)

Source: done by author (Internal materials).

Based on their magnitude, EEs are divided into 3 categories:
 Ȥ A – serious accidents,
 Ȥ B – danger,
 Ȥ C – accidents.

A serious accident (A) in railway transport means a collision or derailment of railway carriages 
which occurred in relation with railway transport, resulting in death, or harm of at least 5 people 
or damage of great extent (more than 5,000,000 Czech korunas). An accident (C) in railway 
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transport is a situation which occurred in relation with railway transport resulting in death, 
harm or significant damage (more than 500,000 Czech korunas). Other EEs are considered to be 
danger (B) (Act. 1994).

From the point of view of seriousness, there were in total 0.83% in the category of serious 
accidents, 17.9% in the category of danger, and 81.18% in the category of accidents.

Figure 1. Distribution of EE with respect to the category of seriousness
Source: done by author (Internal materials).

According to the numbers given in brackets in table 1, we can state that to a certain extent 
employees affect EEs. Even if EEs caused by employees are not frequent, it is necessary to prevent 
these accidents and eliminate them.

Figure 2. Distribution of accidents as a function of time
Source: done by author (Internal materials).
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Railway accidents where an employee or a train unit is (partly) at fault are caused by:
 Ȥ insufficient professional training and maintenance of professional knowledge and drivers̀  

skills,
 Ȥ wilful failure to abide regulations and legislation,
 Ȥ drivers̀  lack of attention,
 Ȥ low quality trainings,
 Ȥ technical condition (security systems).

Railway accidents where an employee or a train unit is not at fault:
 Ȥ terrorist attack,
 Ȥ climate and industrial conditions (flood, strong wind, landslide),
 Ȥ unauthorized access on rails (suicides),
 Ȥ imperfection of tracks (bridge collapse).

RISkS OF RaILway TRaNSPORT OF DaNgeROUS SUbSTaNCeS

MaNIFeSTaTION OF aCCIDeNTS
Accidents connected with leakage or explosion (fire) of chemical substances during transporting 
are specific. Therefore, it is necessary to study these cases in order to be able to foresee their 
occurrence. Most often we meet fires followed by explosions and leakage of toxic gases or vapors. 
E.g. when two carriages collide there are risks involved that can cause – simply said – 3 situations 
(European..., 2014 & Internal materials).

Table 2. Basic accidents and their manifestations

Accident Manifestation Notes on accidents 

Fire heat radiation

usually only time and spatial restrictions, restricted 
involvement of persons, ignition of materials or destruction 
of materials, damage of environmental elements, usually 
extensive material damage

Explosion
pressure wave scattering 
of debris fragments 
including shards of glass

quick course of events, restricted involvement or 
danger of persons or animals, involvement of buildings, 
constructions, technologies, synergic and cumulative effect 
on surrounding objects, material damage 

Toxic substance leakage toxicity
significant involvement and/or danger of persons, animals, 
extensive damage of environmental elements, material 
damage is usually insignificant

Source: Melkes, Mika, 2015, p. 121.

FaULT TRee aNaLySIS MeThOD
Fault Tree Analysis is a deductive technique that focuses on one particular accident or a failure 
of the system and highlights the method for determining the causes of such events. Fault tree 
is a graphical model that shows the different combinations of equipment failures and human 
errors that can result in serious system failures (i.e. Peak event). FTA strength is in its ability to 
identify the essential combination of equipment failures and human errors that can lead to an 
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accident. The logical failure model system uses Boolean logic gates (e.g. AND, OR)(European..., 
2014).

The procedure of this method may be as follows:
 Ȥ classify the initial events and their possible causes,
 Ȥ draw the tree disorders which nodes form the crossroads of "AND" and "OR",
 Ȥ identify and describe the processes of failure of an individual component, 

identify the individual probabilities,
 Ȥ establish the likelihood of conjunction and disjunction of the individual probabilities 

(Special Report, 2016).

aPPLICaTION FOR FTa TRaNSPORT OF DaNgeROUS gOODS ON RaILwayS
Fault tree analysis (FTA) is a top down, deductive failure analysis in which an undesired state 
of a system is analyzed using Boolean logic to combine a series of lower-level events. This analysis 
method is mainly used in the fields of safety engineering and reliability engineering to understand 
how systems can fail, to identify the best ways to reduce risk or to determine (or get a feeling for) 
event rates of a safety accident or a particular system level (functional) failure.

In the following picture (fig. 3) the Fault Tree of a particular EE – Derailment is shown.

1. Forgotten Stops.    5. Technical Condition of a railway vehicle.
2. Invalid Position of Switch/Derailer.  6. Failing to Stop at a Certain Place.
3. Upper Rail Defects.   7. Illegal Shift.
4. Railway Switches not Secured.  8. Rapid Approaching.

Figure 3. Fault Tree – Derailment
Source: done by author.
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This method can be used for example to determine the likelihood of an accident from the cir-
cumstances which might affect its creation. Using internal materials provided by ČD Cargo 
(Czech Railways Cargo) where determined following risk categories (Internal materials):

 Ȥ derailment,
 Ȥ collision,
 Ȥ collision with the car at the rail crossing,
 Ȥ collision with the person,
 Ȥ fire,
 Ȥ torn train,
 Ȥ failure to respect signal device,
 Ȥ damage to the railway tracks or train set,
 Ȥ other.

CONCLUSION
Transport is one of the most complex processes when handling dangerous substances (DS). Every 
day a great number of trains transport a large volume of products, including chemical substances. 
Accidents may represent a serious risk for the population and they often cause water, air and soil 
to become polluted. The possibility of an accident occurring during the transport and having 
severe consequences should not be neglected. Due to its complexity the entire process has to be 
precisely organized and regulated. By the FTA method it is possible to determine the likelihood 
of an accident from the circumstances which might affect its creation.
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Ryzyko prawdopodobnych zdarzeń w czasie transportu kolejowego

STReSzCzeNIe W ostatnich latach, szczególnie w kontekście globalizacji, rola transportu wzrasta. 
W artykule przedstawiono potencjalne sytuacje kryzysowe związane z transportem ko-
lejowym. Na początku przedstawiono przegląd aktualnej sytuacji w Unii Europejskiej, 
następnie  przedstawiono aktualne przepisy związane z ruchem kolejowym i opisano 
różne rodzaje zagrożeń. W końcowej części artykułu przedstawiono zdarzenia, które 
miały miejsce w ostatnich latach w Republice Czeskiej, oraz oceniono ich przyczyny. 

SłOwa kLUCzOwe wypadek, kolej, transport substancji niebezpiecznych, ryzyko związane z transportem 
niebezpiecznych substancji, segmenty ryzyka

Translated by Sarka Hoskova-Mayerova
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abSTRaCT In the article, the selected directions of passenger traffic at the largest Polish airport, 
Frederic Chopin Airport located in Warsaw, are presented. Statistical analysis has 
been used to present the main routes of movement of people and showing the trends 
of changes. It was observed that in order to obtain more accurate analysis, different 
trends per month have to be taken into account, because of the popularity of the num-
ber of passengers which will affect the character of the place: tourist, business or busi-
ness-tourism.

keywORDS statistical analysis, passenger traffic, Frederic Chopin Airport in Poland, main routes 
of movement

 

INTRODUCTION
On April 29, 1934, Polish president Ignacy Mościcki opened the Polish Central Airport  
at Okęcie located at that time close to Warsaw and took over all air traffic from the former 
civilian aerodrome at Pole Mokotowskie. In the first year of operating, the port handled just 
over 10 thousand passengers. Currently, this number is three times higher, and on a daily basis! 
Nowadays, the Chopin Airport offers 108 destinations on three continents (Rocznica..., 2016). 
(Rocznica Lotniska Chopina – Aktualności i wydarzenia – Lotnisko Chopina w Warszawie, 
2016). Among the directions that handled the largest number of passengers, there are: London, 
Paris and Frankfurt. Nevertheless, on the list of the top 10 there are also included two Polish 
cities, namely Kraków and Wrocław.

In order to develop this article, the number of passengers for 55 destinations was selected 
and analyzed, which constituted about 70 percent of all served passengers. The main goal of this 
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article is to present the trends that can be observed only by using statistical methods. The author 
does not intend to interpret them from the point of view of the circumstances that caused them. 
In the paper, the general changes in annual and monthly terms between 2004 and 2014 are 
presented. Additionally, the examples of supported directions are mentioned.

STaTISTICaL aNaLySIS

TIMe SeRIeS
Dynamic time series are one of the statistical models used to describe the changes as a func-
tion of time. A characteristic feature of this model is an explicit inclusion of the time factor. 
Typical dynamic models are divided into two groups: exogenous models and models with delayed 
variable. In the first one, the time variable corresponds to the next time periods (e.g. months) 
and is the only explanatory variable. Among them, there are distinguished models describing 
the trend of constant tendencies, for example, increasing or decreasing.  Depending on describing 
data, this model takes various analytical forms including linear, exponential and logarithmic. 
On the one hand, to a great advantage of these models is that they are easy to interpret and de-
termine the trend of changes, and on the other hand they do not describe the causal relation-
ships between variables and do not take into account the sources of variation. The second group 
of dynamic models are the models with a delay of the explained variables, explanatory or both. 
These models are used when the explained resizing may be under the influence of another variable 
e.g. an increase in the number of passengers is due to organizing a sport event in the city. One 
of the major issues discussed regarding the time series is their stationarity, the degree of their 
integration in time and long-term co-integration and balance (Gruszczyński & Podgórska, 2008).

DaTa
The study is based on data available at the Eurostat website (Eurostat, 2016). Fifty-five of the main 
connections between the Chopin Airport and airports worldwide were selected, among which 
there were six airports in Poland, namely: Gdańsk, Katowice, Poznań, Kraków, Rzeszów, Szczecin. 
In the paper, the division into arriving and departing passengers, was not included assuming 
that their number is at a similar level. The number of served passengers analyzed in this article 
is approximately 70% of all served people.

aNaLySIS

LINeaR RegReSSION
Between 2004 and 2014, the Chopin Airport served more than 97 million people, however 
the number is much smaller than 753 million of passengers served at the Heathrow airport 
in London, but still it is comparable with such airports as Prague or Budapest.
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Figure 1. The number of passengers arriving or departing from the Chopin Airport in the years 2004–2014
Source: own calculations based on data from the Eurostat.

Figure 1 shows the number of passengers handled in the years 2004–2014 at the Chopin 
Airport in Warsaw. It can be concluded that the number of passengers will be increasing in sub-
sequent years.

Figure 2. The number of the exchanged passengers with the prediction of linear trends. The numbers correspond 
to the years of 2004–2014
Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat.

Figure 2 shows the number of exchanged passengers as a function of time. On the basis 
of figure 2, it can be observed that the number of passengers exchanged within foreign airports 
increases faster than the number of passengers in domestic traffic. This growth can be identified 
with fit of the regression linear model (Smith, 2010; Ptak-Chmielewska, 2013), which in this case 
has the following form:
the number of passengers handled = 266,61 × t + 4792,60 (for airports abroad) and  
the number of passengers handled = 37,11 × t + 724,14 (for airports in Poland), 
where t represents independent time variable. 
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According to the fit, it can be concluded that an annual increase of the number of passengers is  
approximately 266 thousand in the case of international traffic and 37 thousand in the domestic 
one. It can be assumed that the growth of the number of passengers in the next years will be simi-
lar. Taking under consideration the values   of determination R2,it can be assumed that on the level 
of 63 percent (42 percent for domestic flights) the increase in the number of passengers can be 
explained by linear trends. Additionally, the values of t- and p-statistics indicate that there is a sig-
nificant linear relationship between the number of passengers and time. Despite the previous 
conclusions, the linear regression model should be excluded as a forecast mode in future, because 
the local interference is observed in a linear trend. This model fulfills the accepted assumption 
in the regression model with random distribution of residues which can also be observed in figure 2.  
Some of the data in certain periods is consistently above or below the trend line. Moreover, an 
increase in the number of exchanged people on domestic flights in 2012 can also be seen, due to 
the UEFA European Football Championship.

TIMe SeRIeS wITh SeaSONS TReNDS 
As mentioned previously, the linear model provides only very approximate predictions 
of the number of served passengers. In order to obtain more precise expectation, it is better to 
analyse data on a monthly basis. The data in monthly periods is presented in figure 3.

Figure 3. The number of passengers arriving or departing in the month terms from the Chopin Airport between 
2004 and 2014. The upper figure shows the period 2004–2008, the lower one – 2009–2014
Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat.

On the basis of figure 3, it can be noted that some data structures are repeated in a cyclic 
manner. In order to explain the structures, individual changes should be carefully examined. 
Figure 3 shows the number of passengers in summer months which is significantly higher 
than in the winter time. The maximum number of passengers during a year decreases in June 
and August. As can be seen in figure 3, the number of exchanged passengers by international 
flights in the month of August is smaller than the number in July and September. The largest 
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decline in the number of people using airports can be noticed between October and November. 
The apparent increase can be also observed in March 2010. The higher value than in April was 
caused by the volcanic eruption that caused the cancellation of many connections. 

For example, Poland, as well as most of other countries, closed the entire airspace (Wikipedia, 
2010). 

As mentioned previously, the aim of this article is to show the trends of changes, not the in-
terpretation from a geopolitical point of view. 

Figure 4 presents the determination of a ratio between the number of passengers handled 
at domestic flights to the number of passengers at international flights. The increase in the winter 
months and decrease in the summer months can be noted. It is caused by a large number of in-
ternational flights during this period.

Figure 4. The ratio of the number of passengers in domestic traffic to the number of passengers carried in interna-
tional traffic in the years 2004–2014
Source: own calculations based on data from Eurostat.

CaSe STUDy 
In order to better understand the changes of the number of passengers as a function of time, sev-
eral specific cases were selected: three airports which take the largest exchange of passengers, four 
airports in Poland and two airports mainly for tourist traffic. The first group (fig. 5) is represented 
by airports: London – Heathrow, Frankfurt. Main, Charles de Gaulle in Paris. There are two out 
of top ten business cities in the world (CNBC, 2011). The average number of exchanged passengers 
for each of these airports per month is approximately 30 thousand. According to figure 5, it can be 
concluded that the number of passengers exchanged with the Heathrow airport changed in dif-
ferent years and that in 2008 it was over 10%, which is 50%−60% lower than in the corresponding 
months of winter–fall 2007 and April–September, respectively.
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Figure 5. The number of passengers exchanged with Heathrow, Charles de Gaulle and Frankfurt Airport
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.

Figure 6. The monthly average of the passengers exchanged with the airports Heathrow, Charles de Gaulle 
and Frankfurt Airport in the years 2004–2014
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.

In order to understand the trend of changes during a year, the monthly average for the years 
2004–2014 is presented in figure 6. It can be observed that for connections to the airport in Paris, 
there has been a nearly 10% drop in the number of supported passengers in August compared 
to July and September. A similar downward trend was noted for the connections to the airports 
in Frankfurt. On the basis of these three airports, an increase in the number of passengers can 
be observed only in connections to the airport in London in the summer months.

The second analyzed group were “holidays” directions, represented by the Hurghada airport 
in Egypt and Ben Gurion airport in Tel-Aviv. It can be seen that the number of travelling passen-
gers as a function of time indicates the seasonal changes. The number of passengers as a function 
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of months is presented in figure 7. It can be observed that the number of exchanged passengers 
was significantly higher for Hurghada Airport in 2010 than in other years. Figure 7 can provide 
the conclusion that the months with highest numbers of exchanged passengers are July−August 
and March/October for Hurghada Airport and Ben Gurion Airport, respectively. 

The confirmation of this observation is presented in fig. 8, which demonstrates the number 
of passengers handled in these directions in a percentage scale for the average number of people 
in a given month. It can be assumed that such behavior is due to the fact that some people go 
on holiday in June (after the end of a school year) and come back in July. As regards the connec-
tions to the airport in Tel Aviv, it can be observed that in April/March (Easter) and October (good 
weather for sightseeing) (U.S. News..., 2016).

Figure 7. The number of passengers exchanged with airports in Hurghada and Tel-Aviv
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.

Figure 8. The monthly average of passengers exchanged with airports in Hurghada and in Tel-Aviv in the years 
2004–2014. 
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.
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The third case study is the exchange of passengers between the Chopin Airport and domestic 
airports. Figure 9 shows the number of passengers handled at the Chopin Airport in domestic 
traffic. Similar trends and a similar number of served passengers can be seen from the cities 
of Kraków, Gdańsk, Wrocław, and fewer people from Poznań.

Figure 9. The number of passengers exchanged with domestics airports
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.

Figure 10. The ratio of the average of passengers between Chopin Airport and domestic airports: Gdańsk, Kraków, 
Poznań, Wrocław including the year 2012 to a monthly without 2012
Source: own calculations based on Eurostat data.

As concerns figure 9, it can be noticed that large sporting or cultural events cause a significant 
overstatement of a number of passengers not only in the month in which they take place but also 
in the months preceding them. Figure 10 presents the ratio of the average with regard to 2012 to 
the monthly average without this year. As it was concluded before,  a significant influence of sport 
events on the number of travelling passengers has been observed. 
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CONCLUSION
Statistical analysis of the number of passengers handled by the Frederic Chopin Airport shows 
that there is an upward trend as a function of the subsequent years. It was observed that in order to 
obtain more accurate analysis, different trends per month have to be taken into account, because 
of the popularity of the number of passengers, which will affect the character of the place: tourist, 
business or business-tourism.
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Analiza ruchu pasażerskiego na lotnisku im. Fryderyka Chopina  
za pomocą metod statystycznych

STReSzCzeNIe W artykule opisano trzy kierunki ruchu pasażerskiego na lotnisku Chopina w Warsza-
wie. W artykule wykorzystano metody statystyczne w celu zaprezentowania głównych 
trendów w przemieszczaniu się pasażerów zarówno w trakcie roku kalendarzowego, 
jak również w latach 2004–2015. W pracy przedstawiono zaobserwowane przemiesz-
czanie się pasażerów pomiędzy Warszawą a kierunkami uznawanymi za biznesowe, 
wakacyjne oraz pomiędzy lotniskami w Polsce. Zaobserwowano, że trendy miesięczne 
są uzależnione od rodzaju kierunku. W artykule skupiono się na pokazaniu trendów 
zmian, a nie na ich interpretacji z punktu widzenia geopolitycznego.  

SłOwa kLUCzOwe analiza statystyczna, ruch pasażerski, lotnisko im. Fryderyka Chopina, główne kierun-
ki przemieszczenia. 

Translated by Justyna Tomaszewska
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abSTRaCT The article was written on basis of Flight safety brochures published by the Polish Air 
Force Academy from 1975 to 1998. The first part is dedicated for actual training pro-
cess of the Polish military pilots. The second component focuses on the main causes 
of the occurrence of aircraft accidents in units of the Polish Air Force Academy in con-
cerned period of time. The further part of the article is dedicated to analysis of aircraft 
accidents occurred in military aviation training units in years 1970–1994.
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INTRODUCTION
A pilot’s profession is as beautiful as it is demanding. There is a conviction that a pilot should have 
some attributes to fulfill his duties properly in safety manner, for example: theoretical knowledge, 
practical skills, a lot of luck and aviation flair and of course very good health condition. But it is not 
everything. Other necessary features are: ability to anticipate, situational awareness, also spatial 
imagination. These people should be reasonable, as well as mentally stable (Majewski, 1984b).
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The human factor has always played an important role and had influence on safety of flights 
regardless the type of aviation and performed tasks. “The concept of human factors in aviation 
must be understood as an action (or inaction) of the pilot, mechanics, air traffic controller, etc. 
or any other person in the relationship between human and the interdependent aviation environ-
ment” (Makarowski, Smolicz, 2012, p. 358). Due to responsibility of many people for the safety 
tasks performance, we have to know aviation activity is quite specific. Especially important 
is the fact that one human is responsible for life of others. It mainly concerns the pilot profession 
but also an air traffic controller and many other professions. On basis of that, it seems that 
comprehensive training, improvement of the aviation personnel’s knowledge and skills can cause 
the decrease of the number of aviation accidents. It is important to know that members of aviation 
personnel are people “[…] who have a valid license or a certificate of competency and is entered 
into the national register of aviation personnel or other appropriate register kept in accordance 
with separate regulations” (The Polish Aviation Law of 3 July 2002, art. 94).

The article was written to present that, not only currently, the human factor seems to be 
the weakest element in aviation safety system in air forces (nowadays tactical and technical 
parameters of military aircraft exceed human abilities). For this purpose, there was prepared 
the percentage ratio of accidents caused by the human factor to the overall number of these 
accidents in units of the Polish Air Force Academy in considered period of time. It is easy to 
understand that the aviation safety system consists of the following factors: human, technical 
(especially aircraft), environmental (natural and artificial one) and organizational.

The aCTUaL TRaININg OF MILITaRy PILOTS IN POLaND
A pilot’s training is a long-lasting and multi-step process, which is showed on figure 1. The initial 
three levels take place at the Polish Air Force Academy. A silhouette of the military pilot is formed 
in the aviation school so it is a very important part of the training process. The theoretical 
knowledge, practical skills and habits gained at the university will be used in military units. 

Figure 1. The actual training of military pilots in Poland being in force from 01.10.2012
Source: own material based on: Bogusz, Kulik, 2014, p. 138. 

The use of correct methodology, adequate technical aids, also motivation of the trained person 
allows to gain appropriate efficiency and to maintain proper training quality. “In general, it can 
be concluded that selecting of teaching methods is important in system of: objectives – contents – 
rules – methods – organizational forms – methods of teaching – learning and depends on the rest 
of elements and teaching subjects […]” (Janowski, 2015, p. 110).
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The first phase of training, called selective training, is intended to determine each candidate’s 
predisposition to the pilot profession. Regarding the latter, there can be mentioned features such 
as: divisibility of attention, psychophysical and manual skills and ability to proper exploitation 
of the aircraft. This phase is also meant to present the flying possibilities of the machines as 
well (Bogusz, Kulik, 2014). 

After the first stage the cadets take basic training in the Academic Centre of Aviation Training. 
This allows them to gain a private pilot license (PPL) which is necessary for further education. 
During this time students are assigned to one specialization (Bogusz, Kulik, 2014):

 Ȥ jet aircraft, 
 Ȥ transport aircraft, 
 Ȥ helicopters.

The third phase of training, which is realized on military aircraft, take place in the 4th Training 
Aviation Wing and is divided into two stages: basic and advanced training. The first part’s purpose 
is to check the mastery of basic pilotage elements. The advanced training is to prepare candidates 
for the next stage of training by realizing following tasks on military aircraft (Bogusz, Kulik, 
2014):

 Ȥ combat airborne targets,
 Ȥ combat ground targets,
 Ȥ visual – photographic reconnaissance,
 Ȥ exercise group flights,
 Ȥ exercise navigational skills during en-route flights.

The tactical training is the last stage of the training process which is realized according 
to the type of aircraft and the nature of combat units.

The training program plays an important role in the pilot’s education process. It is very 
important to construct it very carefully. We should understand it as follows: it allows to gain ap-
propriate theoretical knowledge and practical skills. This is interpreted as equivalent to achieving 
a proper level of aviation safety. It would not be possible without a risk management process which 
is consisted of six phases showed on figure 2.

Figure 2. Risk management
Source: own material based on: Klich, 2011, p. 189–219.
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The main aim of the risk management process is to assess the probability of the occurrence 
of threats and minimalizing risk level to acceptable. Below there are shortly described phases 
of this process.

1. The first phase (hazard identification) is to define (as many as possible) threats for per-
formed tasks. Every employee in organizations, institutions, etc. should be prepared 
and able to identify the threats and inform other people, especially the superiors, about 
the hazards. During this part, there should be done a precise task analysis, specified list 
of threats and list of probable causes of threats.

2. The second phase of the risk management, generally called risk assessment, is nothing 
more than estimation of the probability of risk occurrence and determination of the  
severity of risk adverse effects. It consists of four steps: risk assessment in terms of expo-
sure, assessment of the likelihood of each threat, assessment of the severity of each threat 
and then there should be done a complete risk assessment. We have to remember that if 
the level of risk is unacceptable (too high) it is necessary to continue the risk management 
process but if the level of risk is on acceptable or lower level it is required to monitor 
the possible risk.

3. The third phase of risk management (understood as risk mitigation) is identification 
of possible solutions to minimize risk, their potential impacts on task and indication 
of the most effective measures designed to reduce the risk. 

4. The fourth stage (decision making) consists of two steps. The first relies on the chosen  
method of risk control, the next one is making a decision. During this phase it is important 
to select the most effective solution for the task’s safety.

5. The fifth phase (implementation of the solution) is determination of the right entity or 
person responsible for the decision-making and implementation of the accepted variant.

6. The sixth phase (risk control) is verification of the efficacy of the adopted solutions.  
It is done by analysis, evaluation of the effectiveness of the implemented procedure and ap-
propriate reaction adapted to the situation.

We have to remember that none of the risk management process phases should be ignored. 
What is important is that every previous stage ought to be the basis for the next phases in this 
process. It is essential to know that the risk management is a cyclical process. It means nothing 
more than that after completion of every phase there should be a redefinition of the possible 
threats. In case of their occurrence it is essential to implement the process again. 

The above mentioned military pilots training system was introduced at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century to improve the level of aviation safety in military aviation training 
units. To demonstrate the necessity of applied changes, there is prepared an analysis of aircraft 
accidents occurred in military aviation training units in the years 1970–1994 (the old training 
system was used at that time). 

CaUSeS OF The aIRCRaFT aCCIDeNTS OCCURReD IN UNITS  
OF The POLISh aIR FORCe aCaDeMy IN The yeaRS 1970–1994
Aviation safety is dependent on interactions between factors related to aviation safety model. 
These are:

 Ȥ the human factor generally understood as the aircraft operator,
 Ȥ the aircraft, it means its technical condition, performance, also operational restrictions,
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 Ȥ environment, that is the air space with all the physical characteristics, infrastructure 
and every technical device connected with performing an operation,

 Ȥ organization, that is regulations, procedures and management of the aviation institution. 
Aviation accidents, regardless of the type of aviation, are invariably caused by the same fac-

tors. According to considered topic it is possible to divide the aviation accidents into two groups: 
dependent and independent on aviation personnel. The first ones result from:

 Ȥ errors during pilotage,
 Ȥ indiscipline of the flight crew, 
 Ȥ incorrect aircraft’s exploitation by the technical personnel,
 Ȥ inadequate aircraft’s servicing by technical personnel.

Independent reasons consist of: 
 Ȥ manufacturing defects,
 Ȥ other causes not related to human activities, for example meteorological conditions.

Errors in pilotage are often a result of the need to focus on many devices in the cockpit and to 
perform a large number of activities in a short period of time. These factors have a negative 
impact on a pilot’s work. What is more, these could be the cause of wrong data reading or missing 
important information for a task.

Indiscipline of the flight crew can be the cause of violations. “[…] perpetrators of violations 
know that their behavior departs from established procedures, schemes of proceeding, standards 
and practices but they do it intentionally” (Urząd Lotnictwa Cywilnego [ULC], 2009b). This 
is nothing more than a deliberate action. These proceedings will result in reduction of security 
level, which may manifest with loss of spatial orientation or reduction of the required separation 
minimum. 

Other factors which generate threats for aviation are incorrect aircraft’s exploitation and ser-
vicing. These may result from routine, neglect and desire to obtain economic benefits. People 
who use and prepare machines for flights are responsible for safety of the passengers, crews 
and aircraft’s technical condition.

It is required from pilots to know a large number of procedures, augmentation and navi-
gation systems. This will not be possible without the appropriate training process. It is very 
important because theoretical knowledge, practical skills and other acquired habits will be used 
in the workplace.

Aviation accidents occurred because of, for example, manufacture defects or exploited com-
ponents, are impossible to avoid. This is due to construction of aircraft that are built of many 
cooperating mechanisms and devices. The above mentioned components work together so this 
may cause the parts’ damage. It is also impossible to avoid aviation accidents occurred due to 
rapid change of meteorological conditions. These include storms with lightning, fogs, heavy rains, 
wind shares during landing and strong wind.

aNaLySIS OF The aIRCRaFT aCCIDeNTS OCCURReD IN UNITS  
OF The POLISh aIR FORCe aCaDeMy IN The yeaRS 1970–1994 
The following analysis was carried out on the basis of data collected from flight safety information 
brochures which were publicized in the Polish Air Force Academy from 1975 to 1998 (Gilos, 
Krasoń, 1979; Klich, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988; Klich, Krupka, 1998; Krasoń, 1980, 1981; Krupka, 
1994; Majewski, 1984a, 1984b; Nowak, 1975, 1976, 1977). The aim of this analysis was to obtain 
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and present information about the whole number of aviation accidents occurred in the years 
1970–1994. What is more important, it was done to identify the percentage ratio of accidents 
caused by the human factor.

As it is shown in table 1, the percentage of accidents dependent on human did not stay at the same 
level each year. The majority of them oscillated between 40 and 70%. It was impacted by:

 Ȥ flying hours on each aircraft type,
 Ȥ experience, discipline and conscientiousness of people involved in the tasks implementation,
 Ȥ the way of aircraft exploitation,
 Ȥ correctness of technical servicing of aircraft,
 Ȥ weather conditions and many other factors.

Table 1. List of aviation accidents occurred in units of the Polish Air Force Academy from 1970 to 1994 and percent-
age ratio of accidents caused by human

Accidents 
dependent 
on human

Accidents 
independent 

on human

Total number 
of accidents

Percentage 
ratio 

of accidents 
caused  

by human
1970 0 2 2 0.00 
1971 5 6 11 45.45 
1972 10 9 19 52.63 
1973 4 4 8 50.00 
1974 10 4 14 71.43 
1975 5 9 14 35.71 
1976 11 4 15 73.33
1977 11 6 17 64.71
1978 8 6 14 57.14
1979 10 3 13 76.92
1980 11 8 19 57.89
1981 10 9 19 52.63
1982 12 2 14 85.71
1983 4 8 12 33.33
1984 3 3 6 50.00
1985 3 4 7 42.86
1986 7 5 12 58.33 
1987 3 6 9 33.33
1988 2 10 12 16.67
1989 6 6 12 50.00
1990 8 11 19 42.11
1991 5 5 10 50.00
1992 1 9 10 10.00
1993 0 5 5 0.00
1994 5 8 13 38.46
Total 
number 154 152 306 50.33

Source: own material based on: Flight safety brochures published by the Polish Air Force Academy from 1975 to 1998 (Gilos, 
Krasoń, 1979; Klich , 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988; Klich, Krupka, 1998; Krasoń, 1980, 1981; Krupka, 1994; Majewski, 1984a, 1984b; 
Nowak, 1975, 1976, 1977).
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On the basis of data contained in table 1, the conclusion is as follows: there were 306 aviation 
accidents in concerned period of time. Most of them, which is 154 (50.33%), were caused by 
the human factor (pilots, air traffic controllers, technical personnel and other). A result at this 
level is not satisfactory because it shows a man to be the weakest element of aviation safety system. 

The largest participation of the human factor in concerned aviation accidents (over 70%) took 
place in years: 1974, 1976, 1979, 1982 (fig. 3) and the lowest (below 40%) in: 1970, 1975, 1983, 1987, 
1988, 1992, 1993, 1994 (fig. 4). The rest of the time, these accidents classify between 40–70% but 
vast majority of them falls into 50–60% category.

Figure 3. Accidents dependent and independent on human – classification of aviation accidents occurred in units 
of the Polish Air Force Academy in years: 1974, 1976, 1979, 1982
Source: own material based on Flight safety brochures published by the Polish Air Force Academy from 1975 to 1998 (Gilos, 
Krasoń, 1979; Klich, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988; Klich, Krupka, 1998; Krasoń, 1980, 1981; Krupka, 1994; Majewski, 1984a, 1984b; 
Nowak, 1975, 1976, 1977).

Figure 4. Accidents dependent and independent on human – classification of aviation accidents occurred in units 
of the Polish Air Force Academy in years: 1970, 1975, 1983, 1987, 1988, 1992, 1993, 1994
Source: own material based on Flight safety brochures published by the Polish Air Force Academy from 1975 to 1998 (Gilos, 
Krasoń, 1979; Klich, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988; Klich, Krupka, 1998; Krasoń, 1980, 1981; Krupka, 1994; Majewski, 1984a, 1984b; 
Nowak, 1975, 1976, 1977).
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A detailed analysis should be done with the years 1974 and 1975. As we can see, there was 
the same number of accidents in both years but in 1975 there were about 35.72% less accidents 
caused by human activity than the year before. This may be due to enormous aviation personnel’s 
commitment in training process in units of the Polish Air Force Academy and implementation 
of various prevention activities which were taken after consideration of previous aviation ac-
cidents (Nowak, 1976).

There was a similar situation in 1992. The number of aviation accidents which resulted because 
of human failure was about 40% less than in 1991. This was also thanks to the Polish Air Force 
Academy personnel’s commitment in improving safety level by implementation of prevention 
activities (Krupka, 1994).

CONCLUSION
The presented considerations show that the level of flight safety depends on many factors. The main 
one is the human factor. It is the cause of majority of aviation accidents in units of the Polish Air 
Force Academy in considered period of time.

People elaborate on aviation regulations, procedures, aircraft constructions and of course they 
are responsible for technical condition of the aviation ground infrastructure as well. Therefore, 
it is necessary to regularly improve the theoretical knowledge and practical skills of aviation 
personnel. It has to decrease the number of aviation accidents manifested by mistakes, violations 
and other undesirable behavior. But this is not enough. It is very important to adjust technical 
and tactical parameters of aircraft to human possibilities. Statistics show that in the US Air Forces 
there were nine crashes caused by the pilot’s unconsciousness from 1983 to 1984 (Klich, 2011). 
As we can see, it is necessary to obey the mentioned principles because aviation safety depends 
on interactions between human, aircraft, organisation and environment. 

The above prepared analysis clearly demonstrates that updating training programs is essen-
tial. This is due to the necessity to improve the level of safety during tasks performance in military 
aviation training units.

Despite of discussed period of time (colloquially it can be said, it is historical topic) we have 
to know that above considerations are still current. The main causes of aviation accidents, as it 
was presented in previous parts of article, are divided into two main groups: dependent and in-
dependent on human. What is more, there are more accidents occurred because of wrong activity 
of the human factor. According to statistical data referring to these kinds of accidents in Polish Air 
Force from 1986 to 1995, 56% of accidents were caused by human (Karpowicz, Klich, 2011). In case 
of civil aviation there is a similar situation: 73% of accidents were caused by the human factor from 
2003 to 2008 (Urząd Lotnictwa Cywilnego [ULC], 2009a). It should be added that contemporary 
aircraft and other technical devices are better constructed due to technological progress. Because 
of that, nowadays the human factor is the most dangerous for aviation safety and for this reason 
it is extremely important to pay attention to the selection of candidates and the training process. 
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Analiza wypadków lotniczych zaistniałych w jednostkach wyższej Oficerskiej  
Szkoły Lotniczej w latach 1970–1994

STReSzCzeNIe Poniższy artykuł został napisany w oparciu o Informatory bezpieczeństwa lotów, wy-
dane w Wyższej Szkole Oficerskiej Sił Powietrznych w latach 1975–1998. W części 
pierwszej opisano aktualny proces szkolenia pilotów wojskowych w Polsce. Następnie 
scharakteryzowano główne przyczyny wypadków lotniczych w jednostkach Wyższej 
Szkoły Oficerskiej Sił Powietrznych w rozpatrywanym okresie. W ostatniej części 
artykułu poddano analizie wypadki zaistniałe w jednostkach szkolnych w latach 1970–
1994.

SłOwa kLUCzOwe bezpieczeństwo lotów, czynnik ludzki, szkolenie, wypadek lotniczy
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INTRODUCTION
In the past 40 years the volume of air travel has expanded tenfold and air freight has grown by 
a factor of fourteen. The world’s economies have grown three to four times over the same period. 
Air transport has been one of the world’s fastest growing economic sectors.

Travel markets do mature, and many of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development) markets have seen growth slow. But there is still huge untapped potential to 
provide air transport services connecting the growing megacities and populations of the BRICs 
– a grouping acronym that refers to the countries of Brazil, Russia, India and China. The center 
of gravity of the industry is shifting eastward. In these regions the demand for air transport is set 
to expand substantially over the coming decades.

In meeting this demand the industry has benefited from airframe and engine technology im-
provements that have doubled fuel efficiency in the past 40 years. Airline have also substantially 
raised asset utilization and delivered large productivity improvements for all their major inputs. 
The unit cost of air transport has more than halved over this period as a result. 
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Utilization and productivity gains were driven by changing business models and substan-
tially increased competition, as liberalized market access became widespread over this period 
and many new airlines entered the industry. This has been a tremendous benefit to the consumer. 
Virtually all of the reductions in unit costs over this period has been passed on through a halving 
of the real cost to consumers of air travel and air cargo. 

By contrast the shareholders of airlines over this period have seen no return to compensate 
them for their risk taking. Over the past 40 years the net post-tax profit of the airline industry 
worldwide has averaged a paltry 0.1% of revenues. There are a small number of airlines that 
do consistently generate a return on capital that exceeds its cost. They include airlines small 
and large, LCCs (low cost carriers), full-service network and regional airlines, and can be found 
in all the major regions. There is no simple, obvious reason for their success compared with 
the persistent poor profits of the majority of the industry.

Suppliers and other industries in the air transport value chain do generate sufficient profits 
to pay investors a normal return, in some cases with returns on capital well into double figures. 
Airlines stand out in the value chain as earning the lowest returns and bearing virtually the high-
est risk. However, the most profitable sectors in the value chain are relatively small compared to 
the capital invested in the airlines.

There is today over 500 billion dollars of investors’ capital tied up in the airline industry. 
In a ‘normal’ industry investors would earn at least the cost of capital, implying a return  
of 40 billion dollars a year. In fact, over the past decade investors have seen their capital earn  
20 billion dollars a year less than it would have invested elsewhere. Even at the top of the last cycle 
over 9 billion dollars of investor value was destroyed.

According to IATA (IATA Vision…, 2011) – International Air Transport Association, there 
is Five Forces framework to illuminate the reasons why airline profitability is so poor; through 
the forces of rivalry, new entrants, customer and supplier bargaining power, and the threat 
of substitutes. There are few industries where all five forces act so strongly to depress profitability 
as they do in the airline industry.

Rivalry is intense, driven by a perishable product, difficulty in sustaining product differentia-
tion, high fixed and low marginal costs, high exit barriers, capacity that can only be increased 
stepwise, and volatile markets.

The threat of new entrants is also high. Over 1,300 new airlines were established in the past 
40 years. Barriers to entry are low as market access is increasingly liberalized, economies of scale 
in operations are limited, access to distribution channels is easy and consumer switching costs 
are low.

Moreover, the bargaining power of customers is high and rising. Channels have become 
significantly more concentrated, travel agents more aggressive in pursuing the interests of end 
corporate customers, a significant share of end customers is highly price sensitive and for whom 
the impact of loyalty programs is limited.

The bargaining power for suppliers of several critical airline inputs is high. As a group, suppli-
ers earn higher returns than their cost of capital, and returns are significantly higher than those 
for airlines. Manufacturing is a highly concentrated oligopoly, labor unions have been powerful 
in a number of airlines, many airports and ground handling companies are local monopolies. 

The most powerful substitute to air travel is the decision not to travel, particularly for leisure 
travel. The threat of other substitutes has also started to become more significant in some seg-
ments, with high-speed trains, private jets and the improvement in video conferencing technology.
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The Five Forces analysis reveals the deep underlying challenges facing airline profitability. 
Some other industry share similar product, industry and market features but nonetheless gener-
ate returns for their shareholders. The reason why the airline industry differs lies in government 
policies, strategic choices by airlines and the behavior of suppliers.

The nature of government intervention is a key reason for poor airline profitability. Restrictions 
on cross-border investments, the nature of bankruptcy procedures, and subsidies for failing air-
lines are some of the key barriers that keep the industry from adopting a more effective structure.

A number of airline strategy choices appear individually rational but in aggregate contribute 
to a market environment that is worse for everyone. Competition is too often on size and network 
breadth, rather than on differentiation. Supplier behavior creates further challenges. 

Does poor airline profitability matter? Regulators will only care if there are societal costs. 
When airlines are forced into bankruptcy, there clearly are major costs. Fragmentation is also 
costly. The benefits of greater consolidation in terms of reduced congestion, emissions and ef-
ficiency have been substantial.

There are a number of lessons. Artificial barriers to exit and consolidation need to be removed. 
Artificial incentives for entry and capacity expansion also need to be addressed. Airlines need 
to change (but not reduce) the way they compete. Unnecessary system costs must be reduced 
through policy change and better coordination.

Moving to action requires the airline industry to invest in coherently documenting the benefits 
it provides in the global economy. For the change to happen, the industry efforts must be framed 
as a campaign to reduce the societal costs of poor industry structure. All recommendations 
need to be supported by documenting the benefits for each stakeholder asked to act. The action 
agenda should build on the positive trends already under way, and needs to be communicated by 
the airline industry through one voice. To build momentum, initial focus should be on steps that 
can be taken by IATA, individual companies or more enlightened countries.

The wORLD IN 2050
The global population has grown from 6.9 billion to 8.9 billion in the past 40 years. But birth 
rates in general, and particularly in the developed world, have continued to decline over the same 
period and radical new healthcare technologies have resulted in the average life expectancy 
in the developed world increasing to 99 years.

The global economy has also seen reasonably steady growth over the past 40 years, with 
the GDP – Gross Domestic Product of the G20 countries increasing from 38 trillion dollars 
in 2009 to 170 trillion dollars today. China became the world’s largest economy just over the last  
15 years and today China, India, Brazil, Russia and Mexico account for just over 50% of the GDP 
of the G20 countries. Indonesia, the Philippines, Vietnam, Iran, Turkey, Chile, and South Africa 
are not far behind.

New technology has revolutionized the way that people live their lives. Access to informa-
tion in real time at any time of the day and anywhere on the planet is now a more widely held 
expectation. Virtually all people manage their lives using Lifestyle Integrated Management Pods 
(LIMPs), which are small portable devices containing all necessary personal data related to their 
owners. All LIMPs are allocated at birth and managed by parents until individuals reach 16 years 
of age.

LIMPs incorporate a real-time link to the Internet, the global integrated communications 
and lifestyle management matrix. Through LIMPs, individuals can manage literally every part 
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of their lives, including all communications, entertainment, business, commercial and informa-
tion needs. They contain all bio-metric data and allow individuals to constantly monitor their 
own health and, to a certain extent, fix health problems that arise. They incorporate a means 
of contacting every other person on the planet that has their own LIMP. They facilitate the buying, 
selling and shipping of goods from any point to any destination and the ability to know precisely 
where those goods are every second of their journey. They provide a single portal for accessing 
all desired forms of electronic entertainment, including the ability to spend time in custom- 
-designed or community-based virtual reality “lifestyles”. They also provide access to informa-
tion, including audio/video coverage, in real time of virtually every event that is taking place 
anywhere on the planet at any time.

Both economic development and technological advances have changed the shape of global 
geopolitics for the better. After the turbulent period between 2010 and 2030, when tensions 
relating to ethnicity, religious beliefs and natural resources threatened to become unmanage-
able, global geopolitics have become generally more stable. Economic development in different 
parts of the world has most often resulted in greater economic parity amongst states, although 
the distinction between developed and developing still exists, and technology advances have fa-
cilitated real-time diplomacy. However, tensions between different states still exist over a number 
of issues. For example, concerns over fresh-water supplies are a cause of some tension even though  
80% of the population now derives 80% of its drinking water from desalination plants. In addi-
tion, there are still disillusioned non-state-sponsored groups that are inclined to use violence to 
further their causes.

The aIRLINe INDUSTRy IN 2050
An industry that carried 2.4 billion passengers and shipped 40 million tons of goods in 2010, 
carried 16 billion passengers and shipped 400 million tons of goods this year. Air transport has 
grown at almost twice the rate of GDP expansion, meaning that more people travel than ever 
before and more frequently than ever before. Global advances in general technology have been 
mirrored in the airline industry, which has made the sector unrecognizable from what it was 
in 2035. Traveling by air is faster (when desired), safer and more seamless than ever before.

Unsurprisingly, mobile technology available to air transport consumers is also affecting their 
behavior when they travel. LIMPs mean that they have the ability to effortlessly and seamlessly 
change itineraries as and when they see fit. Passenger information and transfer offices are a thing 
of the past. And fortunately so are queues. In-flight entertainment systems are also no longer 
present on most aircraft, because passengers have all of their personal audio, video or virtual en-
tertainment needs to hand and available to take on board, downloaded directly from the Internet, 
which automatically charges them the correct amount.

Vastly improved high-speed train networks are now the norm in developed economies. As 
such, the train is often the preferred alternative for journeys of fewer than 500 miles. But for cus-
tomers wishing to travel longer distances, air travel remains the only option available.

The shipment of cargo has been equally revolutionized. Businesses rarely have corporate cent-
ers anymore and manufacturers move their operations from one site to another with increasing 
regularity as labor and raw materials are more easily available anywhere and at any time. So as 
with passengers, cargo operators have had to evolve their operations based on the need for ever- 
-increasing flexibility and customization. Individuals with shipping needs have also come to 
enjoy the benefits of greater flexibility and customization.
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whO aRe aIRLINe CUSTOMeRS IN 2050?
The general aging of the world population has resulted in airline customers being on average older 
than ever before. However, healthcare advances mean that even though our customers are older, 
they are not necessarily less mobile.

Younger travelers are significantly more aware of air travel and more worldly-wise than 
previous generations. Many are frequent fliers by the time they have learned to talk. As a result, 
most 4–5-year-olds have already established preferences about air travel, including brand loyalty. 
Historically, as children become adolescents, their tastes and values relating to many parts of their 
lives change. In 2050, and because of their extensive experience of air travel by the time they reach 
adolescence, such changes in preference are mirrored when it comes to air travel. This shift now 
provides new opportunities for companies to generate brand loyalty amongst a new generation 
of travelers.

Younger travelers are also much more technologically advanced than ever before. They have 
never known a world in which virtual reality was not present, and thus even have difficulty imag-
ining a world in which it is not possible to control or at least influence one’s own reality. They also 
take for granted the speed with which communication is possible and the sheer volume of com-
munication taking place. This demand for technology is central to every aspect of their lives.

Increased access to advanced communications tools and the widespread use of social media 
have resulted in individuals and businesses having increasing networks of global friends or busi-
ness contacts. But no technology has been able to replace the human-to-human contact facilitated 
by air travel.

Forty years ago the industry’s two largest markets were still the United States and Europe. But 
this has not been the case for a long time. The shift eastward started early in the century supported 
by strong growth in China and India. When Indians started traveling with the same propensity as 
North Americans, that market alone jumped to four billion passengers. A similar leap has already 
happened in the likes of Brazil, Russia, and Mexico. It is starting to happen with Indonesia, 
the Philippines, Vietnam, Iran, Turkey, Chile, and South Africa. The result is an increasingly 
socially, culturally, and ethnically diverse pool of customers, with increasingly diverse demands 
based on their culture, social background, or ethnicity that wish to visit an increasingly diverse 
range of destinations. In turn, operators have made their product offerings equally diverse to 
cater to such an array of demands. This has been best achieved by the truly global operators with 
highly developed loyalty programs. 

Increased access to information has also led to our customers being better informed than ever 
before. And better informed customers are more demanding customers.

whaT aRe aIRLINe CUSTOMeRS’ PRIORITIeS IN 2050?
In 2050, safety and security are still top priorities for passengers, but the increasingly rare nature 
of safety and security incidents means that these priorities are less frequently reinforced. Safety 
in particular is less of a concern, as automation and new technology have continued to revolution-
ize safety standards. The same technology has meant that reliability is also something that plays 
a decreasing role in consumer choice, given that flights are almost always on time and are almost 
never cancelled. There are still sporadic security threats regarding air transport, but these threats 
have gradually decreased over the past 40 years, again due in most part to technological advances 
that have improved the screening and tracking of passengers and cargo. 
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Price is still a key driver of consumer choice, but access to information has made price 
transparency almost absolute, which has made price differences between comparable products 
almost extinct. As such, price has become more of a driver when choosing between different 
product types, and operators have learned to offer a wider array of products to cater to every need. 
Whether distinguishing between business and leisure travelers, or between older and younger 
travelers, today pricing is more reflective of what has become the most precious of commodities.

Business people still value their time above all else and are therefore willing to pay a premium 
for the fastest available transport options. Amongst leisure passengers, technological advances 
and the elimination of security, customs and immigration delays have fuelled a large increase 
in the demand for international and cross-cultural travel.

Older travelers seek greater comfort and convenience, as well as a slower pace or travel. As 
pension ages have steadily climbed, some retirees have had to become more price conscious than 
others, but many view the journey as a part of the experience as opposed to just a means of getting 
to their final destination. And for this they are prepared to pay extra.

For pre-adolescent travelers, priorities have not changed substantially over the past 40 years. 
The method and the medium may have changed, but these consumers still basically just want to 
be entertained. Many air carriers have already moved away from investing in in-flight entertain-
ment systems because the majority of pre-adolescents have all of the entertainment they need 
on their LIMPs.

For adolescents, entertainment is also still a high priority, but entertainment that is more 
about being social than individual. Some operators now offer “adolescent only” sections on their 
larger aircraft, to enable adolescents the opportunity to meet, play games, and even establish 
friendships with people of their own age. For these adolescents, this is continuing the shift away 
from air travel just being a means of getting to their destination; it is making the travel itself an 
important part of the whole trip.

This trend is also the case for young adults, as more and more operators offer the opportunity 
for them to use their journey to meet and socialize with members of the opposite sex. This has 
become particularly popular amongst young adults who are traveling in a group, as they are 
now able to ‘get the party started’ on the aircraft instead of having to wait until they reach their 
destination.

Customers from what used to be called developing economies are trying air transport services 
for the first time in ever-increasing numbers. Often their first trips are for VFR – Visual Flight 
Rules purposes, but rising living standards normally lead them into the tourism market, some 
faster than others. These customers tend to seek the lowest cost transport options. The nearly 
ubiquitous presence of news and information from around the world makes these passengers 
more cosmopolitan than their counterparts from developed countries a half-century earlier and, 
as a result, turns them into international travelers more quickly than ever before. 

Those customers from developed economies demand more and more authenticity and cus-
tomization. For them, just traveling by air is not enough, they want a personal and unique 
experience. Having visited every continent and scores of different countries, these passengers are 
increasingly looking for something ‘extra’, something ‘special’. Week-long “Aircations” (cruises 
in the sky) have become popular. Space travel is becoming more reasonably priced, although stays 
in “Spatels” (space hotels) are still reserved for the relatively well off and week-long stays in Space 
Spas are only for the truly wealthy.

One demand that has become consistently high among every type of traveler is customer 
service. With almost no price differentials between comparable products, operators have been 
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forced to achieve ever greater levels of customer service. In fact, customer service has become ef-
fectively ‘atomized’, from mass, to niche, to the individual. Customer surveys have demonstrated 
that, even though competition is fierce and the difference between customer service levels are 
minimal, even minimal differences pay dividends to the operators that get customer service right. 

Ethical consumerism continues to be a growing trend. Once upon a time, environmental 
concerns had an increasing influence over consumer choices. Whilst aviation’s contribution 
to climate change has been largely addressed, this kind of ethical consumerism was the start 
of the trend that now focuses on such issues as the preservation of local cultures and livelihoods. 
In addition, with widespread economic development across the planet the definition of “rights” 
has been expanded to include things like annual vacations and minimum lifestyle standards.

ChaNgeS IN aIRCRaFT CONFIgURaTION
Compared to 2010, the difference in technology most visible to the eye is in aircraft configuration. 
While the tube and wing configuration had been dominant in civil aviation from the inception 
of the jet age, two other configurations have now come to the fore. The first of these incorporates 
a “double bubble” fuselage cross-section configuration, so named because the fuselage is basi-
cally two tubes side by side. The second is a “blended wing body”, an aircraft with a triangular 
hybrid wing body, made possible by advanced composites technology that blends into efficient 
supercritical wings.

The double-bubble was initially targeted at the B737 or A320 aircraft size, and it has been 
very effective in that market, offering not only fuel burn advantages, but also decreased runway 
length and the ability to use smaller airports. The aircraft fuselage is shorter and wider than that 
of a 737, with two parallel tubes in the fuselage, which allow two aisles, a time saver for passenger 
loading and unloading. The aircraft flies roughly 10% slower than the 737 so the wings require 
less sweepback. The lower speed also allows other changes that result in a lighter, more efficient 
aircraft. 

The hybrid wing body offers large volume for a given aircraft size, and was initially introduced 
for cargo application. The performance of this configuration scales better for a large aircraft size 
and it has also appeared as a large-scale, long-range passenger aircraft, accommodating over 400 
passengers in a multi-class configuration with cargo, and a range of at least 7,000 nautical miles.

Both configurations have innovative engine placements that offer substantial reductions 
in fuel burn due to their ability to ingest and energize the slowly moving air near the fuselage, 
a process which is inherently more fuel efficient than podded inlets. The double-bubble configura-
tion has three engines, placed above the aircraft, between the vertical tails, providing shielding 
from engine noise, and the hybrid wing body has embedded engines at the rear of the fuselage. 

Surface contours, coatings and flow-control devices have aided aerodynamic efficiency, in-
cluding laminar flow for sections of fuselage/wing/nacelles to reduce drag. Electronics has been 
integrated into the designs of new materials, enabling “intelligent” materials to continuously 
monitor their state of health, so maintenance needs are automatically predicted and the work 
scheduled well in advance. Electro-mechanics have largely replaced traditional hydraulic/
pneumatics. 

Supersonic aircraft are also in use for special applications, such as business jets where speed 
is the traveler’s priority, but they do not have the same level of market presence of the above two 
configurations.
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IMPROveD eFFICIeNCy eNgINeS aND eNgINe aRChITeCTUReS
Engine specific fuel consumption has improved by 30% since 2010. High-performance ceramics 
and improved flow designs are in wide usage, including the high-efficiency, small core components 
that are implied by the large increases in fan bypass ratio and the major decreases in aircraft drag. 
The engine on-wing-time has been extended to be comparable with the useful life of the aircraft, 
through greater reliability. Modular designs have improved maintenance and reduced upgrade 
expense. Geared turbofans are now widespread, and open rotor designs are also seen. In addition, 
the pace of efficiency improvements has resulted in many more operators renewing their fleets 
more regularly to ensure that they are always using the latest, most-efficient technology. With 
older aircraft less in demand, due to the competitive disadvantages of operating them, a large 
aircraft recycling industry has emerged and reduced the overall cost of aircraft production while 
also overcoming shortages in scarce input materials, such as titanium.

The aIRCRaFT aRe DIFFeReNT ON The INSIDe aS weLL aS ON The OUTSIDe
Nanotechnology has revolutionized materials to allow new optimized structures that are half 
the weight they were 40 years ago. Transparency-on-demand structures negate the need for win-
dows, with open-skies views from the flight deck and passenger areas, at reduced weight and cost, 
providing 360-degree views. Aircraft are now ‘self supporting’, eliminating most ground-support 
equipment, greatly cutting ramp operations. 

Plant-based fiber products are also being used to drive weight savings and increase opportuni-
ties to recycle. Virtually all aircraft interior materials are now made of recycled components. 
Cabin interiors are also lightweight and ‘self freshening’ so they always appear to be new, thanks 
to nanotechnology. Such technologies have also been applied to ovens, trash compactors, toilets, 
and water systems. 

Aircraft are rarely now fitted with in-flight entertainment systems; passengers bring on board 
their own personal devices that seamlessly interface with firewalled aircraft data systems, which 
act as a gateway to the 2050 “data cloud”. Flight deck automation and self-optimizing “smart 
systems” enable the pilot to act as flight manager most of the time. Keeping current on flight 
controls skills is the biggest driver to ’hand flying’ time and most training is done in simulators.

hOw qUIeT/CLeaN CaN aIRLINe bUSINeSS gO?
As mentioned, LTO (Landing-Take off cycle) oxides of nitrogen (NOx) have been cut by 75% since 
2010. Carbon dioxide (CO2) has been reduced proportionally to improvements in fuel efficiency. 
Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions have all but disappeared. Noise control technology is now 
integrated during the design phase, not as an ‘add-on’, with aircraft quieter than road/train traffic 
around airports. ‘Active’ noise control allows quiet zones to be created for special mitigation 
of noise. However, there is a growing concern about a new type of pollution – “visual pollution” 
resulting from the sheer number of aircraft in operation.
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aIRLINe MaRkeT STILL NeeDS eNeRgy DeNSe, LIqUID hyDROCaRbON FUeL
The Earth’s crude oil reserves have become more expensive and more difficult to extract, not just 
from a technical viewpoint but also politically. Fortunately, synthetic fuel is now widely available 
and widely used in all modes of transportation vehicles. A wide variety of feedstock types are 
used to create high-quality ‘drop-in’ fuels. Bio-content in aviation fuel has become increasingly 
commonplace over the past 40 years and currently accounts for 80% of all commercial aviation 
jet fuel as traditional jet kerosene is slowly phased out. A key feature in this has been an empha-
sis on biofuels with major lifecycle carbon benefits. This, coupled with the aircraft and engine 
improvements, means an effective reduction in total aviation CO2 emissions to substantially less 
than half of pre-2005 levels, even though air traffic has greatly increased. A continued emphasis 
on ‘ethical consumption’ has made carbon offsetting the norm for passengers, as in other aspects 
of their lives, thereby further reducing aviation’s total net carbon emissions. 

Some aircraft systems are now partially powered by solar sources that enhance the onboard 
“smart hybrid” electrical grid. The majority of batteries and power generators have been replaced 
by fuel cells that use hydrogen, plus oxygen from the atmosphere, to make electricity. Tests are 
also currently under way to examine how nanotechnology could be used in the design and manu-
facturing of the next generation of solar cells and batteries, which would in turn be even more 
energy efficient than today.

INCReaSeD aIRCRaFT OPeRaTINg CaPabILITy FROM INFORMaTION ShaRINg
By switching from (legacy) ground-based systems to satellite-based network information shar-
ing and navigation, pilots and controllers have been provided with a common and complete 
situational picture, giving both more precise control and also increased flexibility. This has also 
enabled relief in the workload of air traffic controllers and increased the airspace capacity by 
reducing separation minimums and allowing for more direct routes. Advances in automation 
have enabled further efficiencies through automatically controlled aircraft. While these could 
produce pilotless aircraft through the application of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) technolo-
gies, such aircraft are currently only used for all-cargo operations. 

The enhanced information sharing, which has allowed in-flight aircraft to reduce their separa-
tion margins and even fly in formation much as birds do, is also driving further energy savings. 
As a related benefit, runway capacities have been enhanced by innovative procedures for reducing 
the effects of wake vortices on following aircraft. Also the trend towards use of secondary air-
ports, which can offload traffic from heavily used primary aircraft, in a multi-airport metroplex 
system around major metropolitan areas has increased.

OTheR avIaTION bUSINeSS
Technology has made the security and customs/immigration processes for passenger and lug-
gage screening not only more efficient but also almost invisible to the passenger. These processes 
are now partially completed well in advance of the passenger journey through profiling that 
categorizes passengers and packages by levels of potential risk. The remaining processes are con-
ducted using stand-off technologies that complete the screening processes without interrupting  
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the passenger’s journey through the airport (except for when these stand-off technologies reveal 
the need for closer inspection).

Technology has also been applied to passengers and their luggage. PDAs – Personal Digital 
Assistant and other hand-held or worn devices now enable passengers themselves to track their 
luggage at every stage of a journey, virtually eliminating the problem of mishandled baggage. 
Following the emergence of a new business model in the 2020s, companies now provide over-
night door-to-door pick-up and delivery of baggage at surprisingly low cost, thereby relieving 
the passenger of this burden and making the airport process for the passenger far more efficient. 
Meanwhile, these same PDAs/other similar devices allow airlines, airports, and security agencies 
to track the whereabouts of the passengers themselves throughout the journey, ensuring that 
passengers no longer accidentally miss their flights.

CONCLUSION
A decade of change has transformed aviation. Airlines are leaner, greener, safer and stronger.

The industry had also grown to meet the needs of a globalizing world. Compared to 2001, 
freight shipments expanded by 17 million tons to 46 million annually. At the same time, air travel 
became accessible to a billion more travelers a year and we expect 2.8 billion people to fly in 2011.

The decade also saw industry revenues double to an expected 598 billion dollars. But industry 
profits are much less impressive. Over the last 40 years, the average net margin is 0.1%. And even 
in the best year of the last decade – 2010 – the industry’s 18 billion dollars profit is equal to 
a pathetic margin of just 3.2%, that does not cover the 7−8% cost of capital.

Looking ahead, we can see that in 2050 aviation will fly 16 billion passengers and 400 mil-
lion tons of cargo. We must be able to manage that with sustainable technologies and efficient 
infrastructure, while pleasing our passengers and rewarding our shareholders. At the 2010 IATA 
Annual General Meeting has been announced Vision 2050 with these principles as cornerstones. 

Vision 2050 did not identify a silver bullet to secure a more successful future. The papers that 
follow highlight the need for ongoing change.

Firstly, airline industry should break down the silos that dominate the industry’s value chain. 
This will allow for a rebalancing of financial reward to reflect the risk taken. By working together 
as a united industry, it can create new value propositions for customers and move away from 
destructive competition based solely on price.

Secondly, airline industry must challenge governments to join in change. This means replac-
ing interventionist micro-management and punitive taxation as the modus operandi of many, 
with a positive approach based on a level playing field and focused on commercial freedoms.

Thirdly, airline industry must embrace the reality of an industry whose center of gravity 
is shifting away from our traditional leaders in the US and Europe. Asia–Pacific is already 
the biggest market. The continued development of China and India will keep this region at the in-
dustry’s forefront. Airline industry must engage the region to deliver leadership for change.

The last decade has shown that by working together within airline industry with a common 
purpose, change is possible. Vision 2050 is not a roadmap to the future. Flexibility and open-
ness to change will mark the way forward. Instead, Vision 2050 is a challenge to all aviation 
stakeholders – to unite in articulating and delivering a dynamic vision of wonderful aviation 
industry’s future.
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Lotnictwo cywilne w 2050 roku

STReSzCzeNIe Artykuł dotyczy opisu przyszłości lotnictwa cywilnego i jego obrazu w 2050 roku. 
Obejmuje m.in. opis gospodarki światowej, jej wpływu na rozwój lotnictwa cywilne-
go, opisuje przyszłych klientów i pasażerów lotniczych, ich preferencje, oczekiwania 
i priorytety. Znajduje się tutaj również opis przyszłych rozwiązań technologicznych 
samolotów, ich konstrukcji, napędów, możliwości technicznych i wyposażenia. W ar-
tykule poruszono również temat wpływu transportu lotniczego na ochronę środowiska 
oraz na inne powiązane branże z sektorem lotniczym.

SłOwa kLUCzOwe innowacyjność, polityka transportowa, polityka lotnicza, port lotniczy, przyszłość sa-
molotów

Translated by Tomasz Balcerzak
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abSTRaCT This article attempts to execute the first stage of risk management for civil air opera-
tions. Therefore it is necessary to identify and classify external sources of hazards. 
Risk management is one of the most important tools of modern systemic approach 
to process modeling. Generally, it may be described as a system of interrelated actions 
and decisions aimed at integration and coordination of processes in the organization, 
in cooperation with the external parties. The aim of management is therefore to im-
prove the proficiency, effectiveness and efficiency of the operation and – in the case 
of risk management arising from the transport processes – to improve flight safety. 
The publication describes a proposal of risk management method in air transport in-
cluding analysis of external threats to civil air operations.

keywORDS safety, risk analysis, sources of hazards, air transport, airport

 

INTRODUCTION
Air transport is a highly complex system linking advanced technical measures, the human, or-
ganizational and environmental factors. All those elements are closely connected, as well as have 
an impact on each other and are mutually supportive. In the era of proactive approach to safety 
management, correctly kept process of risk management became the most important element. 
Proactive approach to risk management is used to prevent occurrences in air transport. It consists 
of data gathering in order to identify possible negative future outcomes or events, analyzing 
system processes and the environment to identify potential future hazards and initiating mitigat-
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ing actions. Introduction of proactive safety management strategy offers an opportunity to reduce 
the risk of an accident to an acceptable level by taking the necessary corrective and preventive 
measures to eliminate recurrence of similar incidents. The basis for the proactive safety manage-
ment is systematic preventive work in the area of: hazard identification, risk analysis, taking 
actions adequate to the performance and results of the analyses. It is therefore important to 
distinguish, identify, classify all existing hazard sources and accident-prevention factors. Next, it 
is necessary to determine and quantify their relations and interdependencies in terms of sources 
which initiate hazard inside and outside organization. 

Figure 1. Applications of occurrences in the years 2005–2015 in the period from January 1 to October 26
Source: Lasek, 2015.

According to the European air law, hazard is defined as situation or an object with the po-
tential to cause death or injury to a person, damage to equipment or a structure, loss of mate-
rial, or a reduction of ability to perform a prescribed function, whereas aviation occurrence 
is a safety-related event which endangers or which, if not corrected or addressed, could endanger 
an aircraft, its occupants or any other person and includes in particular an accident or a serious 
incident (and includes accident, incident and serious incident) (Regulation EU No 376, 2014). 
From technical sciences perspective, aviation occurrence is a set of subsequent adverse sources 
of danger, whose appearance is random. Random events are subject to quantitative assessment 
based on previously available a priori information. Analyzing the number of reported aviation 
occurrences (fig. 1) it reveals a growing trend linked to the implemented safety culture in the fol-
lowing areas:

 Ȥ Reporting Culture − free movement of information about occurrences and reporting any 
kind of mistake, which may increase safety, without fear of retribution or being punished,

 Ȥ Informed Culture – chiefs, management supports efforts to understand risks and ability 
to identify hazards,
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 Ȥ Just Culture − means a culture in which front line operators or others are not punished 
for actions, omissions or decisions taken by them that are commensurate with their 
experience and training, but where gross negligence, willful violations and destructive 
acts are not tolerated (Regulation EU No 376, 2014),

 Ȥ Learning Culture,
 Ȥ Flexible Culture.

This enables identification of new sources of threats, which may be used in risk management.

RISk MaNageMeNT
In practice, requirements in risk management in transportation must be divided into two basic 
approaches: operational (process and training) and strategic. Operational management means 
activity by objectives – description what is expected from each individual, organizational unit 
and each employee, as well as assessing what has been achieved and the formulation and im-
plementation of plans for improvement. Strategic management is forecasting thinking about 
the phenomena and processes that will occur in the future and will create for organization/
state new operating conditions. It requires constant monitoring of the changes in the environ-
ment and their trends, assess the impact of these changes on the organization/area and their 
importance, capturing the most significant changes and identify key problems to be resolved 
(Krystek, 2009).

The presented method of risk management is based on two popular current methods of man-
aging risk that recognize them as a systematic process that allows – step by step – to identify, plan 
and manage the risk of hazards during the planning and implementation of the project/process 
(Annex 19, 2013; Doc 9859, 2009; Guide…, 2013; PRINCE 2®, 2009; Pritchard, 2001):

 Ȥ risk in Doc  9859 and Annex 19 (ICAO),
 Ȥ risk in PMBoK Guide (Project Management Body of Knowledge),
 Ȥ risk in PRINCE2 (PRojects IN Controlled Environments).

According to Annex 19 (2013) and Doc 9859 (2009), risk is a predicted probability and sever-
ity of the consequences or outcomes of a hazard. More specifically, safety risk is the projected 
likelihood and severity of the consequence or outcome from an existing hazard or situation 
(Regulation EU No 376, 2014). While the outcome may be an accident, an intermediate unsafe 
event/consequence may be identified as the most credible outcome. Provision for identification 
of such layered consequences is usually associated with more sophisticated risk mitigation soft-
ware. What is more, safety risk management includes two crucial elements:

1. Hazard identification – which shall be based on a combination of reactive, proactive 
and predictive methods of safety data collection.

2. Safety risk assessment and mitigation – means maintenance and development a process that 
ensures analysis, assessment and control of the safety risks associated with identified hazards.

For comparison, in the model based on popular method (Guide to the Project Management 
Body of Knowledge, 2013):

 Ȥ planning in risk management,
 Ȥ hazard identification,
 Ȥ quantitative hazard analysis,
 Ȥ qualitative hazard analysis,
 Ȥ planning of response to hazards,
 Ȥ monitoring and controlling hazards.
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Due to the range of impact and special legal requirements, methods of risk assessment are 
described for operational risk:

 Ȥ procedural – short time horizons relevant to the organization in terms of the main process,
 Ȥ work-related – combination of the probability of adverse risks associated with work and re-

sulting in losses as well as their implications for health or life of employees – in the form 
of occupational diseases and accidents at work (Kadziński, 2014).

MeThODS OF RISk MaNageMeNT IN aIR TRaNSPORT
Risk management refers to all the processes that, directly or indirectly, affect  the main process 
of transport organization (transportation, infrastructure management, maintenance, produc-
tion). In transportation industry there are used estimation of the risk and valuation of risks. 
Risk management method described in the article (fig. 2) is based on the created in companies 
and dynamically modified registers of threats, which at certain intervals are reviewed, expanded 
or modified with estimation and valuation of the risk threats. These activities allow direct man-
agement and precise setting of resources in the areas evaluated as unacceptable, while at the same 
time monitoring and communicating about hazards.

Risk management in transportation may be analyzed in many ways, depending on the:
 Ȥ sources of analyzed risks (technical, organizational),
 Ȥ objectivity/subjectivity of evaluation,
 Ȥ risk assessment strategies (individual, social),
 Ȥ evaluation method (qualitative, quantitative),
 Ȥ the nature of losses,
 Ȥ time horizon (operational risk, tactical, strategic risk),
 Ȥ criterion admissibility of action (acceptable, tolerable, unacceptable risk).

Figure 2. Risk management model in transport
Source: Chruzik, Fellner, 2016.
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Basing on the analysis of publication about risk assessment in transport, especially in air 
transport, safety is a state in which risks associated with aviation activities, related to, or in direct 
support of the operation, are reduced and controlled to an acceptable level (Kadziński, 2014).  
Sources of hazards are objects (e.g. physical, chemical, biological, psycho-physical, organiza-
tional, personal), whose presence in the specified area of the analysis, state, characteristics may be 
the cause (source) of the formulation of hazard. It is a similar definition to that of a cause which 
means actions, omissions, events, conditions, or a combination thereof, which led to the accident 
or incident (Regulation EU No 996/2010). 

The combination of sources of threats and hazards may create real hazards that may (but do 
not have to) turn into an occurrence (fig. 3). The basis for risk management in transport is aware-
ness of sources of hazards (based on historical data or experience), and thus awareness of specific 
hazards. This action enables to estimate identified hazards and – in case of exceeding the risk 
of hazards (area acceptable, tolerable, unacceptable) – to introduce corrective and preventive  
actions in processes, constant monitoring, as well as inform people directly involved in the pro-
cess (employees) and its customers (passengers, bystanders) about the hazards (fig. 2).

Figure 3. Scheme of initiation events
Source: Chruzik, Fellner, 2016.

Milestones in risk assessment, which determines the appropriate course of risk management 
and the associated safety measures are:

1. Risk Analysis – the process of systematic use of all available information to identify 
hazards including identification and classification of hazards with initial identification 
of acceptability of hazard risk. As a result of these actions there is made a hazard record 
for a system under area analysis.
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2. Risk assessment – defining scenarios and existing safety measures for identified hazards, 
and then estimation of magnitude of the effects that may occur in the case of occurrences 
as a result of identified hazards.

3. Valuation risk – the comparison of risk assessment results with determined criteria 
in order to answer if an acceptable level of risk is achieved.

Risk assessment usually consists of the following stages:
1. Analysis of all processes related to organization

The objective of this stage is to review all the processes performed by organization. 
Possible areas of hazards should be analyzed in relation to processes/activities (defining 
an area of possible hazards) e.g.: process of realization transport, personnel management, 
maintenance of vehicles/aircraft and technical resources, communication process, process 
of document management, processes related to activities of suppliers and coordination 
activities. The details of the review are basis for risk management.

2. Hazards identification
The objective of this stage is to create and develop a list of possible risks in organization, 
taking into account shared hazards arising from the activities of third parties (including 
social risk) and initial designation of consequences. All identified types of hazards are 
recorded in the “Hazard record”.

3. Risk assessment
The purpose of this stage is to give value for identified hazards starting from such factors 
as:
P − probability of occurrence of a hazard (potential threats). The only way to minimize 
or even reduce probability is to incorporate defenses or preventive controls to eliminate 
the causes of errors.
S − possible consequences or outcomes of a hazard/event.
To sum up, risk is a predicted probability and severity of the consequences or outcomes of 
a hazard, which may be calculated with equation:

R = P ∙ S
where:
P − probability of a hazard
S − severity of the consequences
Depending on the method, the number of factors determining the value of risks may vary, 
e.g. FMEA method provides identification detection of hazards scale.

4. Verification of the effectiveness of the control/preventive measures
Implementation of recommended corrective and preventive actions should be continu-
ously monitored, and their effects should be a subject to verification by the method used 
for risk assessment. After timing of the implementation of control/prevention measures, 
there should be an evaluation of the process and calculation of a new risk index R. If 
the class of risk for a particular hazard exceeds the accepted threshold, it is necessary to 
define additional risk control measures, in line with its strategy. Moreover, a person re-
sponsible for implementing the actions should be assigned. After completing the planned 
scenario the assessment body checks again the level of hazard risk. If satisfactory level 
is achieved, the procedure is completed. Otherwise, additional measures should be taken. 
The whole process is stored in a dedicated form or a document.
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A very important element of risk management is identification of own risk (source of haz-
ards and activation of threats is on the same transport organization), but also in the area 
of shared risk (sources of hazards are beyond transport system) and external risk (sources 
of hazards are outside the transport system). The overall risk in transport organization 
should consider all three risk areas (fig. 4):

R = Rown + Rshared + Rexternal

Figure 4. The area to identify sources of danger
Source: own study.

eXTeRNaL SOURCeS OF hazaRDS IN CIvIL aIR OPeRaTIONS
In this article the authors present the identification of hazards for Katowice Airport (EPKT). 
The choice of this airport specifically was not coincidental. EPKT is one of the largest regional 
airports in Poland. Any other risk identification (taking into account a new sources of hazard 
like drones or combined sources of hazards) has not been performed. So, it is justified to make 
such risk identification.

For the purpose of classifying sources of hazards there were used data from decree no. 14 
of President of Polish Civil Aviation Authority (Zarządzenie…, 2006). On that basis, there was 
made a register of external sources of hazards in civil air operations (table 1). 
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Table 1. Sources of external hazards for EPKT airport

Human factor (H) Examples of hazards

1 2

Intentional  (H.I) 1. Mental illness
2. Political Terrorism
3. Financial Terrorism
4. Fundamentalism
5. Alcohol
6. Drugs/legal highs, designer drug
7. Prohibited articles  

7.1. Explosives
7.2. Long weapons
7.3. Long firearms
7.4. Sharps 
7.5. Bacteria/Viruses
7.6. Radioactive materials 

8. Pneumatic weapon 
8.1. Shoulder-fired anti-aircraft missiles, rocket launchers 
8.2. Grenades 
8.3. Small arms and light weapons 

9. False Alerts 
10. Lasers 
11. Drones, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Remotely Piloted Aircrafts 
12. Theft of technical measures
13. Hackers
14. Fires near the airport
15. Vandalism

Non-intentional 
(H.N)

1. Nervousness during security checks
2. Willingness to help fellow passenger 
3. Panic
4. Bacteria and viruses
5. Irradiation
6. Lack of awareness of the consequences (O.1)
7. Unauthorized flying objects

7.1. Drones
7.2. Models of flying vehicles
7.3. Paragliders, paramotors, powered parachute
7.4. Balloons/lanterns

8. Fireworks
9. Fires near the airport

Technical factor 
(T)

1. Disruption due to external technical measures and protection
2. Unauthorized access to the ground-based facilities
3. Unauthorized access to the aircraft
4. Design errors of technical measurements
5. The accumulation of flammable substances

Environmental 
factor (E)

1. Weather anomalies
1.1. Fierce gusts of wind
1.2. Whirlwinds
1.3. Fog
1.4. Heavy rain
1.5. Heavy snowfall/Blizzards
1.6. Turbulences 

2. Fires near the airport
3. The eruption of volcanoes 
4. Mammals
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1 2

5. Birds
6. Flood threats
7. Low grass at the airport
8. High grass at the airport

Organizational 
factor (O)

1. Lack of awareness „culture of safety” (H.N.6)
2. Lack of knowledge of the airport requirements
3. High concentration of people in a small space 
4. „Important” events 
5. Lack of proper law regulations

Source: own study based on Zarządzenie Nr 14…, 2006.

Table 2. Identified groups of hazards
No. Group of hazards Sources of hazard
1. Runway Incursions H.I.1-7, H.I.11, H.N.2, H.N.6-7, T.1-2, E.4, E.6-8, O.1, o.4
2. Runway Excursions H.I.1-8, H.I.10-15, H.N.2, H.N.7, T.1-4, E.1, E.4, E.7-8, O.4
3. Mid-air Collisions H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.7, T.1-4, E.5
4. Controlled Flight into Terrain H.I.1-8, H.I.10-13, H.N.2-8, T.1-5, E.1, E.5, E.7, E.8, O.1, O.4
5. Loss of Control In Flight H.I.1-8, H.I.10-13, H.N.2-8, T.1-5, E.1, E.3, E.5, E.7-8, O.1, O.4
6. Intrusion into Controlled Airspace H.I.1-6, H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.7, H.N.9, T.1, T.4, E.2

7. Fire, smoke and fumes H.I.1-8, H.I.12, H.I.14-15, H.N.3, H.N.5, H.N.8-9, T.1-5, E.1-5, O.1, 
O.3-4

8. Intrusion into restricted area of airport H.I.1, H.I.5-6, H.I.11-15, T.1-5, E.1.3, O.1-2

9. Intrusion into restricted area of airport 
with prohibited items H.I.1-9, H.I.11-5, T.1-5, E.1.3, O.1-2, O.4

10. Bomb threat in buildings and facilities H.I.1-7, H.I.9, H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.2-3, H.N.6, T.1-3, T.5, O.3-4
11. Bomb threat on board of the aircraft H.I.1-7, H.I.9, H.I.13, H.N.2-3, H.N.6-7.1, T.1-3, T.5, O.3-4
12. Hostages at airport area H.1-7, H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.2-3, T.1-3, O.3-4

13. Unlawful seizure of civil aircraft with 
passengers H.1-7, H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.2-3, T.1-3, T.5,  O.3-4

14. Unlawful seizure of civil aircraft 
without passengers H.1-7, H.I.11, H.I.13, H.N.2, T.1-3, T.5,  O.4

15. Landing unlawful seizured civil aircraft 
at airport H.I.1-.7, H.I.13, H.N.2, H.T.1-3, O.4

16. Acts of sabotage or diversion H.I.1-15, H.N.2-3, T.1-3, T.5, O4
17. Public order disturbances, vadalism H.I.1, H.I.5-6, H.I.9-15, H.N.1-9, T.1-3, T.5, E.1-3, O.1-4

18. Aircraft crashesnot related to human 
activity (weather anomalies) E.1-8

19 Damage of technical facilities with 
consequences H.I.1, H.I.5-6, H.I.10-15, H.N.6-7, T.1-5, E.1-8, 

Source: own study based on EASp, 2014 and www.ulc.gov.pl.

The groups of hazard described in table 2 highlight many possible combinations of hazards 
sources. All the mentioned groups are conditioned by factors from external threats. On such 
threats the airport has a limited influence. Risk areas have been divided into those associated with 
human activity (the human, technical and organizational factors) and those for which a person 
has a limited influence (the environmental factor). The groups of hazards involving humans are 
divided into two areas: intentional and unintentional. Intentional sources of hazards are the most 
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common activities aimed at committing an act of unlawful interference by acts of terrorism, 
acts of vandalism, or dictated by religious beliefs. A frequent source of danger in this area is also 
a mental illness. Unintentional sources of threats are determined by ignorance of the law or 
consequences and lack of awareness of the consequences.

For example, intrusion into a restricted area of the airport with prohibited articles may be 
caused by variety of sources, both intentional and unintentional. It may be caused by the organi-
zation or it may be the result of technical factors. Due to the highly developed system of civil 
aviation security, entering the prohibited item into a security restricted area may be the result 
of the compilation of several sources of danger. In other words, at least one element of the system 
of protection would need to fail, while at the same time, someone would try consciously or 
unconsciously to bring a prohibited item into the airside. Examples of components from these 
groups of hazards may be:

1. HN2 – willingness to help a fellow passenger 
This hazard is understood also as a consequence of ignorance. For example, a passenger flying 
on the same flight asks another stranger passenger (staying in queue to security check) to 
take some of his items. The stranger passenger agrees. At the security check, it turns out that 
the item is not allowed to be taken on board and putting it in a fellow passenger’s hand was 
merely an attempt to smuggle it aboard without any consequences in the event of its detection. 
2. O2 – lack of knowledge of the airport’s requirements
In order to ensure international safety standards, the airport introduces various systemic 
solutions. Ignorance of the requirements increases the risk of danger.
3. HI2 – political terrorism
The use of violence or threatened use of violence (terror), often targeting civilians, in order 
to change a political system, introduction of legal solutions or separation of part of state’s 
territory.
4. HI3 – financial terrorism
The use of violence or threatened use of violence (terror), often targeting civilians, in order to 
achieve of a tangible asset, goods or financial gain. 
5. HI4 – fundamentalism
Attitude with religious connotation that indicates unwavering attachment to a set of ir-
reducible beliefs. In recent years Islamic fundamentalism has become the most dangerous 
(especially such formations as: Al-Qaeda, Hezbollah, Hamas, ISIS/Deash).
6. HI11 – drones, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Remotely Piloted Aircraft
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, also known as Remotely Piloted Aircraft, called “drones”, have 
become a serious threat to air transport. They might be used as a tool for fighting and attack, 
including:

 Ȥ carrier an explosives,
 Ȥ carrier chemical or biological weapons,
 Ȥ using UAV as a missile itself, e.g. in a restricted area,
 Ȥ jamming signals,
 Ȥ using UAV as a platform to hack airport’s information systems and computers.

7. O4 – “important” events
Important events means huge organizational actions which take place at a certain time 
and provide a good opportunity to commit an act of unlawful interference due to the large 
number of people, fans at airports, especially passengers traveling by air. Examples of such 
important events are: World Youth Days, NATO, UN and EU summits, sports tournaments.
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The above mentioned sources of hazards combined with each other create conditions to get 
prohibited items or an unauthorized person into a restricted area at an airport, which is il-
lustrated by the following example: 

HN2 + HN6 + HI7 + HI1 = risk of unlawful intrusion to restricted area at an airport with 
prohibited items (table 2)

where:
HN2 − Willingness to help a fellow passenger
HN6 − Lack of awareness of the consequences
HI7 − Prohibited articles  
HI1 − Mental illness
Here is an example of a real possible situation that might arise from the combination of these 

four sources of hazard: 
A person with a mental illness (called “passenger X”), having prohibited articles planned to 
bring  to the restricted area in order to commit an act of unlawful interference on board 
of an aeroplane. Passenger X has a number of parts of weapons, which if put in one luggage, 
certainly would generate suspicion of an operator at the security check desk and would block 
off the entrance to the restricted area. With this in mind, passenger X decides to use another 
person traveling on the same flight (called “passenger Y”) who is not aware of the intentions 
of passenger X. Items placed separately are not suspicious by themselves, only their combina-
tion makes this object possible to be used to commit an act of unlawful interference. Passenger 
X asks passenger Y to take a few things due to the large amount of luggage. Passenger X explains 
their request by saying they have already exceeded the weight limit of luggage which is allowed 
without incurring additional charges. Passenger Y accepts these arguments and agrees to help 
passenger X, not knowing that among those things there are also items that might be used to 
prepare a prohibited item (for example a weapon). After the security check passenger X receives 
from the passenger Y their things and at the same time becomes the owner of all the elements 
of a prohibited item, in the restricted area of the airport.
Estimating the value of this group of hazards for sources declared in this example (for 10-point 

scale the likelihood and impact), it may be set up that the product of probability equals  “3” with 
the same value of effects, which gives the value of the hazard on the level “9”. The maximum value 
of these indicators (10x10) is 100 categorizing this hazard in the acceptable area. However, this 
situation may be analyzed for other sources of hazards (table 2):

R = H.I.4 + H.I.7.1 + H.N.2 + H.N.6 + O.3 + O.4
The value of hazard to such scenario may change for the partial factors (much less likely than 

in the previous example at a much higher value of effects), although probably their product will 
be comparable. Risk estimation depending on the used method may be extended by additional 
factors like: possibility of detection, number of people exposed, frequency of exposure, etc.

The analysis shows many of possible combinations of hazards in the area of external sources 
for the aviation system.

CONCLUSION
The growing number of aircraft and operations which they perform created needs to develop 
more precise rules relating to the data collection, reporting, analysis and follow-up of occurrences 
in civil aviation. It is necessary to make a comprehensive analysis of the risks associated with 
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the air operation of aircraft – particularly inside and outside of airports. The objective of risk 
management is to eliminate, or – if this is not possible – reduce the size of the damage that might 
be caused by transport events and aviation occurrences. It is important to take into account 
all the possible actions which should be implemented before the event occurs and should be 
based on hazard analysis (proactive approach). This article shows the first part of consideration 
in the field of external hazard sources and will be continued in other areas of transportation. 
Conducted experiments and tests also suggest that in such risk analysis it is worth to take into 
account unlikely hazards (which are a compilation of the most unlikely sources of hazards). 
The most severe are the effects of improbable events (it refers to such crashes as the railway 
disaster in Szczekociny or the plane crash in Smoleńsk). The basis for a proper risk management 
process is correct identification of the sources of hazards in all areas of air transport.
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Analiza zewnętrznych źródeł zagrożeń cywilnych operacji lotniczych

STReSzCzeNIe Celem artykułu jest wykonanie pierwszego etapu procesu zarządzania ryzykiem dla cy-
wilnych operacji lotniczych, dlatego niezbędne jest zidentyfikowanie i  sklasyfikowanie 
zewnętrznych źródeł zagrożeń. Zarządzanie ryzykiem jest jednym z najważniejszych 
narzędzi współczesnego systemowego podejścia do modelowania procesów. Najogól-
niej zobrazować je można jako system wzajemnie powiązanych działań i decyzji, 
mających na celu integrację i  koordynację procesów w organizacji przy współpracy 
z otoczeniem zewnętrznym. Celem zarządzania jest więc poprawa sprawności, 
skuteczności i efektywności funkcjonowania, a  w  przypadku zarządzania ryzykiem 
wynikającym z procesów transportowych poprawa bezpieczeństwa lotów. W publikacji 
opisano propozycję metody zarządzania ryzykiem w transporcie lotniczym z analizą 
zewnętrznych źródeł zagrożeń cywilnych operacji lotniczych.
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